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ard -tian 
New demaxx% are being placed upon pilots to utilize airspace more 
effectively, to opera- airuaft mre efficiently, and to reduce in-flight 
to operate safely. At the same time, the amount delays while amtmurq 
of a i r  traffic is increasing greatly wit31 a relatively small incmase in 
airport facilities. New technolcgies are be- developed which, when 
pruperly applied, may help alleviate the averall problem. Artificial 
intelligence (AI) is o m  of those new techrolcqies, and its application to 
m r n e  systems was the subject of this study. ?he specific application 
of AI addressed was its use in p i -  the pilot w i t h  all of the 
necessary infomtion upn w h i c h  to base decisions regamhq ' in-flight 
diversians. since the system pmvides information to the pilot to ensure 
thattheaircraft mamuvas thmqh the in-flight diversion to safely 
arrive at a destma tion, it w a s  MlIled mlDiverter.ml 
irrto airborne flight m a n a g e  caaprters is feasible. 'Ihe AI functions 
tbat would be 
asesmmt, evaluate systems status, evaluate outside influences on the 
conteq?lated remutuq ' , perform flight planning/replanning, and perform 
maneuva planning. 
A study of the software ar&h&xe and software tools capable of 
demmtratiryf D i v e  was also made. A skeletal planner known as the 
Khcrwledge Acquisition D e v e l w  Tool (w), wh ich  is a combination 
system. Aprotatypesystemwasdevelapedwfiichdemmtratesactvanced 
in-flight planning/reple capability. 
. .  
It was detemmd ' that a system to hqxxate  artificial intellig- 
useful to the pilot are to perform situational 
script-based and nil- system, was chosen and used to ixlplement the 
i 
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Pi lo t s  of today's a s  Ilplst obtain infoKmation pertinent to their 
proposed flight profile from a variety of sources. auaugh actensive 
preflight activities, they asshilate all nscessary data anl plan the 
flight, so that flying the flight plan can be aecuted in conjunction w i t h  
other cperational procedures. 
dixmsignal (lati-, lo@- and altitwle). In  the future, however, 
the f a r t h  dimnsion (time) w i l l  be addsd to each steerpoint. 
when an in-flight diversion is required, the data upon which to base 
decisians cancerning diversions Ilplst now ccpae frcpn many soun=es, same of 
which are not readily available. In addition to )awwing or mining the 
position, fuel, and mainteMnce Sta- of the aircraft , the pilot 
may need to consult aircraft har&mks, a-ft pe.rfomance data, en 
-, -' area,andinstrument aFproacfi charts, ampany's flight 
operatians, and a i r  traffic controllers. Develcping a new f l ight  plan t o  
make efficient use of manpowr, fuel, and time, while satisfying a l l  
applicable canstsaints ,canbe- ' and labor intensive, 
partiailarly when the replannirrg is dur- an intensive flight phase. 
Fmquatly ,  there is inadequate time to abtain all data before initiating 
the diversion, so the pilot bases his decision upon the best infomation 
available, which is sm&hes hcaplete. A system is needed to quickly 
provide the pilot w i t h  CCaTlplete  and accurate infomation upon wfiich t o  
make decisions concerning in-flight diversions. 
aurerrtly, thee flight plans are three 
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Emsu 
I, the feasibility of us- ar t i f ic ia l  irrtelliga= and 
algorithm based decision aids to assist the pilots in evaluating and 
selectiq route options dictated by in-flight diversions was detemined. 
The feasibility analysis consisted of a seqwnce of steps or activities. 
lhese activities forused analyses an the follawing: 
Ixlring 
Diversion Classification 
preserrt night -1- procedures and 
Fl ight  mqukr Data Base 
Associated G r a l r d  systems 
Time-Based Navigation 
DataLinkCmnrann 'cations 
D i v e  M o n s  
Software Design and AI Issues 
lhese analysis activities w e r e  not p e r f o m  as disc=rete steps, h t  
proceeded as an integrated and iterative process. 
an extensive analysis of flight aperations a set of diversion 
types was defined. The next step involved the detailed functional 
analysis of existirrg 
diversions. This analysis identified current practices and needs which 
auld be by Diverter. The arrrerrt Flight Ccanprter 
(FIE) data base was f& to be applicable to Diverter with the addition 
Federal Aviation A h h k t r a  tion (FAA) with which Diverter T[I1lst be 
canpatible and am@-. A key issue to be cansidered by Diverter 
was the developrent of 4-D (Le., tinre-based ) navigationushq 
scphisticated AI techniques. A key technolcgy identified as having 
potential impact on Diverter w a s  data link amununications. 
address issues associated with and be ampatible w i t h  data links. 
The integration of the available infonuation resulted in the 
definition of a set of m o n s  for D i v e r t e r .  
current and future comamications and AI techmlcgies. 
the Diverter functions in conjunction with U!SC!-Geoqia's extensive 
exprience with AI resulted in the iaentification of critical AI 
techmlcgies and capabilities needed for D i v e r t e r  developent. 
and equipmt used for executing 
of airnaft system status and weather information. 
Analyses also identified gruund-bsd systems urder develapnent by the 
Diverter must 
This set of functions is 
referemxi against the current and future aviation enVirarmaerrt as w e l l  as 
The d e v e l w  of 
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aperatinginthe 
w2reandlyzedanduSedas Qurrent Air T r a f f l C  -1 (XK!) - 
t hebas i s fo rhg imixq  thestudy. Inadditiontoam3wtmg a literature 
rwiew, airline pilots, airline training persaml, and air tzaffic 
central supenrisors and crcntrollers were interriekfed. 
A t l a n t a - f h r t s f i e l d ~ .  state-of--art wasoperatedina 
D i v e r s  ions 
-=Pla+wP==-=f=~aireraft 
Operational 
at Atl- center, A t l a n t a  mmdl copltrol, and 
&767 flight sirrmlator at  the United AFr W-- center. 
Types of diversions - placed in six categories: different 
~ r a R e , e n r o u t e c f i a n @ t o t h e s r m u ? ~  ' tion, delaying 
vecturs, holdirq, different arr ival  route, and al-te destma ' tion. ?he 
causes for diversions were also placed into six categories: the f i r s t  
t 2 l m e ~ u s u d l l y i n i t i a t e d e x t e r i o r t o t h e ~ f t ,  henexttwo 
interiartotheaireraft , a r y l t h e l a s t i s i n i t i a t e d e i ~ w a y a b a . r t  
equdllY- 
a. 
b. 
C. 
a, 
e, 
f. 
matmn traffic is the mst freqmnt cause for diversion 
because the raaaber of aircraft arriving a t  tusy termindls 
frequmuy exceeds the flow capacity. Anriving ahzraft are 
placed in holding patterns or gim delaying VectOLs. 
Otherenrul te tsaf  f i c  sawkuws causes diversions because of 
cunflictkq LDlTtes of flight, cross- points or altitudes. 
diversion a a l d  consist of a different deprtue route, nxte 
charrgetothesamedestma tion, or charrge of alt i tude or airspeed. 
The 
When the plann& arrivdl airfield is closed or  the d v a l  runway 
is c l d  or cbarqd, the diversion my be to an alternate 
airfield, a different runway on the same airfield, or may be a 
delaying tactic such as holding, until the origiml destma ' t ion 
runway is available, 
Anaircraftsvstem m a l m  'an xnaetuaes ' causes a diversion to a 
d t a b l e  nea&y airfield or t o  an airfield that has adequate 
repair facilities, %XI&UES * theaixuaft establishes a holding 
pattern while diagnosing or correcting the malfunction, e.g., an 
unsafe landing gear indicatian. 
cccasianally, pilots mst divert their aircraft because a 
rarrmittixq a hijacking). U s u a l l y  this type of diversion would be 
to the nearest suitable airfield; hcmwer, in the case of 
hijacking, it a a l d  h l v e  a variety of types of diversions. 
-has bprrare very ill o r d y  (up to the extreme of 
D i v e r s i o r s  due to adverse weathq can be initiatea by AX or  the 
pilot. They can h l v e  any one or nmre of the types of 
diversions d e p n i h q  * upan theMary lex ten to f theadve r se  
weather. 
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Inpresentaircraft the pilot receives W initial indication of a 
possible diversia! fmm the f l igh t  attendants for passerrgers, or frun 
-y, kmver, the M a t i m  is received via voice cammications 
pilot reeives a change of E dlearance, he evdluates it, then either 
accepts it, m o n s  it, requsts a mdification to it, or rejects it. 
Pre decision is based upan the pilot's situational -, e x p r i m ,  
htuitim, anddiscuss ions w i t h  the ~ ' s  Flight -1, if 
appmprha. Themutemplamuq may mnsist of following VectOLs 
PrWiQd by m, or the pilot may have to refer to oor-board en rcute or 
tprmirulareacharts. nlairuaft  eqippedwithaflightnmagamt 
cunpter ( F M q ,  control/display uni t  (axJ), and navigation data base, the 
pilot can arrp_cc: requhxl inforIDation thrargh those systems. 
a l l n a v i g a ~ a i d s i n t h e t h e o f a p e r a t i o n ( s u c h  -typically- 
as the us), all airways and named aimay htasecu 
airfields for large aircraft aperatiohls. Airfield data include 
-YS, -- 
arrivalrartes (SLIAR), 1l151 
databasesdlsoceprtavl * primaxyardalternatefli@troutesusedbythe 
Cclppany. 
arealso inmded. 
of replannirq for many types of diversions using 3 -dimensional navigation. 
A n a l t e r n a t e r c p r t e c a n b e b u i l t a r d s t o r e d i n t h e ~ , t h e n ~  
w i t h  TY) delay. 'Ibis is a carnrenierrt fa- if  there is a suspicion of a 
diversion. alternate mute can also be built in r e a l - h ,  while 
pmce&kq alarrg the primary mute, then executed -amy. Alternate 
Sills, s l l ~ ~ s  ard transitions can be substituted directl y into the flight 
capability to fly a parallel cunse w i t h  offsets up to 20 nautical m i l e s .  
' convenient for avoiding weather or  &her traffic. ?here 'Lhisis- 
wasnoevrdence 
s y s t e n s ~ d i s p l a y s f a r ~  o nearbysevereweam€=. M c 6 t  
& a n m a r ~ f o r ~ v a x d * o f ~ ~ t o d i v e r t .  whenthe 
?he data 
'ons, and a l l  applicable 
(SID), transitions, standard 
sntagJp~arrlmissedapproacf ies .  !Xm3 -perfolzmce data for climb, czruise, descent ard landing 
w i t h  FICS and CRJS pmvide the pilots w i t h  a convenient way 
plan frm the data base, and either standard or r#m-+2X&rd holding 
patterns CM easily be inserted . ! m e s e p r e s e n t ~ a l s o p m v i d e t h e  
of aperatiandl prablens w i t h  the currerrt FMc/cDu systems, 
a l thaqh pmblems may have been present when those systans were first put 
into airline operation. plis can probably be atbrikrted toxlane 
d f i c a t i a n s  and debu@rq, ard to considerably more training ard by the 
pilots. 
FMC Data Base Reamended for D i v e  
Ekpmdhg the FIqc data base to include additional prtbent 
information is one of the early step in M o p i n g  a D i v e r t e r  system. 
Many categories of infomation that shauld be considered by the pilots 
prior to^ a diversion can be i . rx2W.  Figure 1 shcrws present 
categories and those & forthe future. Mcst of the data are 
Static ewqh in nature that anly pericdic updates wmld be 
(e.g., each 28 days). 7%e exlceptians are: 
systans status, WhichlIaLst be SaY!s& and updated amthm2d Y h  
(1) current fuel ard aixraft 
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real-tirrre; and (2) ament and forecast w e a m  for the planned rate,  
diversion route, planned d e s t x ~ ~  tion, and alternate destma ' tion, which 
llLlst be pruvided fran a data base on the thruqh dah link. 
Ihe FAA, in its Natianal Airspace plan, is workiq tawaxd mre 
autapatian in  the air traffic control systan and insti- a time-based 
navigation system (4-D Nav) to imprWe efficiency in the use of airspace. 
meairborne D i v e r t e r  sy&m ccqlemnts many of the goals that FAA has 
established for gruarxl systems which inclwle: to detect p&enhal traffic 
conflicts and prwide msolutims; to -1- Mode S data link and 
generate dah link cleararrces, 
en razte metering fmm aeparhrre to arrival. The planmd payoffs for 
autanated en mute a i r  t raff ic  ccnrtrol are capabilities to: 
menitor 4-D t raff ic  flow, (2) permit ainraft to f ly  fuel efficient 
capacity, and ( 5 )  incmase amtmller W v i t y .  
weather and win%; and to prwide 
(1) plan and 
profiles, (3) in=rease safety, (4) hcrEise National Airspace system 
T h e  D i v e  system n u s t  be designed as an enhancement to current FMC 
to operate in a 4-D navigation e n v w t .  While the present FMC/cRT 
qerate w e l l  in 
add the dimnsian of time, particularly dur- an in-flight diversion. 
M u s i o n s  drawn dur- the study indicate that 4-D navigation w i l l  be 
narh more difficult to enplay in terrmnal ' mareasthanincenter 
airspace, but it w i l l  be useful in both to enhance traffic flow. Until a 
s43lLltion is f a n d  to the problem of getting ain=raft to the takeoff 
position in proper sequence and a t  precise 4-D AlC clearances w i l l  
rmt be feasible until after the aircraft i sa i rbrne  . Therewillalsobe 
a tradeoff in opera- costs be- the redulced delay- or holdirq time 
irnrolved w i t h  4 4  and the less efficient q i n e  -tion caused by flying 
a t  mn-qtmm * performance t o m e e t  time -. 
dimensions, additional intelligaxe is required to 
Data link anather c~nponent which w a ~  w i t h  ATC persoslnel 
and pilots. ale actvantages of data link are: (1) It w i l l  unload the 
voice cammications system which is presently samted, partiaalarly in 
high volm terrmnal ' areas; and (2) systems can be designed so t h a t  direct 
cammication between the airmaft ~ ~ g r o u n d - b a s e d c c a n p l t e r s  
(such as a, ccmparry, and weather senrice) can be aamplished. % 
cmld reduce mrkload considerably, and if  hard 
installed, pilots and/or controllers can abtain copies for reference, i f  
desired. 
pilots w i l l  lose a certan ' amount of situational awamness cancerning 
&her air t raff ic  that they naw receive thraqh voice ammicatians. 
This inclu3es trerds or pE!dictions an altitlxk and speed changes when 
they-- 'ons be- issued to ahcraft that they are following. 
printers are 
lhereareseveraldisadmn bgeso fda ta l ink .  m e f i r s t i s t h a t t h e  
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PRESENT FMC DATA 
NAV AIDS 
AIRFIELDS 
COMPANY ROUTES 
A / C  PERFORMANCE 
FUEL 
A / C  STATUS 
ADDITIONAL DATA REQUIRED 
FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATIONS 
WEATHER 
COMPANY RULES 
OBSTACLES (ALT CONSTRAINTS) 
COMPANY PRIORITIES 
SPECIAL USE AIRSPACE 
NOISE ABATEMENT AREAS 
SLOT TIMES 
Figure 1. FMC Data Base for Diverter 
t 
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Pi lo t  reports on voice amrmmications of UTlLISudl weather, SLYfi as sbnns, 
arerrsofturbulence, wirdshear , or ic- a l c q  the plm mute wmld 
alsobelost. I h e s e c c d ~  is that see-ard-avoid capabilities 
wmld be over that for voice mmmications, if data link 
i n f a x n a t i c n i s m l y ~ o n a h e a d i l o w n d i s p l a y .  -disadvantage 
might be Qvercape in t€E fbtlzze by axmxtmg * 
presentatirns to voice -tions on board the aircraft. 
sape visual data link -- by both p i l e  ard ccortrollers that 
mnsllittiIq, &virqand irrterpretlng ' d a t z ~ l i n k ~ w x l d h c r e a s e  
workload ~ v e r  mice cuman3 and possibly increase cummications resp~llse 
tinre. p l i s i s o f p a r t i a i l a r c a s c e r n i n ~ ~ t e r r m n a l  ' reas. mere 
kas also coklcern t ha t  cuI@letelExages may not be received due to antenna 
location, weam w, or other reasons, and that neither the 
sender mr the receiver W d  ' tely be aware of miss- or incorrect 
data. 
I X r r i r r j E I i t w a s d e t e x w d  that OiVerter should operate as a 
flight manager by eaplayirq artificial. intelligence to v i d e  the p i l e  
w i t h  decision aidirq inf-tim, specifically as it related to in-flight 
diversions. Basedupontheasmqtmn ' thattheprerqubitesdescriked 
earlier (expnded on-hard daw bases, time-based navigation, and FAA data 
link systeans) w i l l  be available, cand~& te functians for D i v e r t e r w e r e  
developd. Pre functians were placed irrto five catqories as follows: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
. A t  the that a diversion is 
's position, heading, 
Perporn situalx 'onal assessment; 
catemplated or  directed ,the- 
airspeed, altitude, etc., nust be h a m  so that data can be 
applied in -tion of the diversion. 
Evaluate svstenrs stam. ?he- status or  present 
capability of the aircraft , engines, avionic5 systems, fuel, 
oqgm, etc., mst be known and evalua-. 
gvaluatx! influences on cantem1 ated re-rartmg . 
externaltotheaircraft nust be cansidered for safe, efficient 
operation. weather a l q  the prcposd ruxte must be suitable. 
Conflicts w i t h  other air traffic must be resolved. Fedezal 
A v i a t i o n  Regulations must be caplied with. Special U s e  Airspace 
mst rot be violated. Noise abatanent -, cc~llpany rules 
a r ~ I  priorities s h a d  be follmed. And, slot times for d v a l  and 
atheraimraft slot tines shaild be amsidered. mther ard 
traffic infomation mst be &tamed ' in real-time, while the rest 
on reside in the on-bard data base. 
Niaaerousfactors 
flicaht ~lanni,na/re9 1- . Divertermstevaluateanew 
situation, externdl infl-, axxi systems status, as listed 
above: or it must plan for a new route or destma * tia as a re su l t  
of an afi-baard cause amsidering the - criteria. In either 
case, the results of the flight plannixq/replannirq would be 
razteordestlna * t i o n p r o v i d e d b y ~ w i ~ r e s p e c t t o t i m e ,  
a 
preserRBd to the pilots to aid them in 
Time-based navigation, or 4-0 flight plans, w i l l  require a 
ccinsiderabl e bzrease in calculatiom aver 
a decision. 
3-0 navigation. 
e. perform manewer ~ lm *rg.RJrixqthemutereplannirrgand 
executitm of a diversion, D i v e r t e r  nust consider ain=raft 
performance capability as it relates to the planned vertical 
profile, and mst manewer to avoid terraur ' , other traffic, and 
adverseweam. perfarmanceandterrain/cbstacle 
infomatimcanbepartofthem-boarddatabase;trafficand 
weamnrrrstbeobtaned inxeal-time. 
Ihe data flaw for the D i v e  system is Shawn in Figure 2. Data from 
those items listed as Fxternal Influlences, preserrt Situation, Map 
w i l l  be available to  D i v e r k r  either frun a data base or real-time data 
link. A diversion may originate frun an X K  hstruch 'on, an in-flight 
mdLfumtian, a aupany direch 've, or a mther advisory. D i v e r t e r  w i l l  
provide the pilot with infannation on it, ixlw the effect an time 
facilities/capabilities a t  the destma tion. ~hepilotcanthenappmve 
and select the plan, or reject it, or n d i f y  it. 
D i v e r t e r  will re-evaluate the flight plan as mdified arrl notify the pilot  
of any di==F=i es. 
so- OESI GNANDAKmTcIALiINTEzLt GENU3 ISSUES 
arehitechrre and pmpr software tools that can Support the Diverter ' 
. mrtofthistaskwastode-the w=--=- ilX@lemmation in an aucraft 
software design ard artificial intelligmce issues, and to recanrmend 
software tools to be used durixq later phases. 
-Y le. 
a tJorking howledge has been gained of AI t edmolcg i~ ,  inclu2irq those 
listed in the BBN/NAsA report, %n Analysis of the Applications of AI to 
the Develapment of IntaLligent Aids for Fl ight  Crew Tasks." M l i g e n t  
systems have been developed a t  E S C e r y i a  us- several aprt system 
Knowledge EhCJinedIq Environment (KEE) , OF55 (and other versions of OPS), 
s1, arrl the bckheed 
developti us- the lcgiebased p w  larquage Resear& was 
also done for the mtalevel &asonuq system (E) andsRL+ (nclwlaclwnas 
-ledge Craft) tools. ?he capabilities of the knowledge representation 
schems used by these developrent systems are basically quite similar for 
the prrposes of this study. 
In generdl, exr=eq?t for OPSS, all of these tools are very -ive & 
mt very transportable; they provide most of the basic operati- needed 
for develop- large systems. For large planning systems (like Diverter), 
hcmever, these rule-based systems are too ambrsme to be efficient (if 
they can be used successfully a t  all). 
(referrirrgtowhm=itmaybedisplayed), Aircraft Ferformance, andstatus 
--all- data and d l d c  or plan the = 4-43 Lcute and 
-, available fuel, en raxte or destma . tionw2a-and 
In the latter case, 
Early in the design process, it was important to define the software 
'cated M - a l a n e  demnstration through actual 
A -was made of the epr t  system building tools that are 
'mrutqh various orqoing AI prgjects at LAsc-ryia, 
d e v e l w  tools, These tools Muck:  zutcmmted €&saLmg * Tool ( A m ,  
system (LIS) .  smaller programs are also being 
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- ATC INSTRUCTIONS ' . 
Figure 2.  Diverter Data Flow 
JI 
DIVERTER 
10 
r ADVISORIES 
E z u l e b s d  systenrs m then cunpamd to ~pt-based systems. 
script-based systenrs are ' t o s t m c t u d ~ O f e v e n t S i n  
a narmw -1ecQe or problem &nain. It is also difficult to recognize 
when a script has failed or is w o r k b q  incarrectl y. m-systems, 
ccanrersely, are m x e  flexible and can hardle both d a t e d  sets of 
info-tim and unorganized or data. me-based systems also 
d l l c r w  for the predktim of events. It was cietermned ' t h a t i t  
wuuld be m& harder to -1- DiVerterushq rule-based Systems than - kind of rule-based s u b p t e n  wmld be an excellent mq1-t to the 
overall script-based planner. Us- a script-based planner &d pmvide 
a good -tian of the well-lefined l lscr iptP that nomally take 
place dur- a Diverter mission, while the rules a d d  handle the 
handling the abm& events that take place, possibly by meCutm3 * a s e t  
of llsubscripts. 
m, a skeletal planner ]arrwn as the Xhowle@e Aquisitian 
Denrelopent -1 (m) was chosen. 
script-based and rule-based systems and has the capability of execut- in 
real t i u s .  
plans. ?hedetails ' of these scripts/plansam then fi l led in as the 
system-. 
KAD6's scripts/plam consist of a series of Plan Elements (PES). 
pEs are themselves piade up of specific subscripts, and each now has its 
own b l a e .  
infomation includinq the certairrty , source, and t ime of the assertion. 
using script-hsd plannbq systaas. m e r ,  it was also detemmd ' that 
of facts to any l aawl~e -base  or blacldx#rd, as wl l  as 
KAaET i s  a planner that uses both 
KAD[FT uses prior howl-  to CQTlStTUCt scripts or skeletal 
?he 
T h e  blackboard contains asserh 'ons of facts w i t h  
There 
rules 
are a series of nile-based f k t i o n s  t h a t  work on these PES. 
are used to: 
Init ialize the PE 
Specialize the PE to the specific dcaMin 
Determine i f  the PE is mlicable to the current situation 
Decanpose the PE to satisfy each of its applicable subscsipts 
Establish the cmpletion or failure of a script/plan 
Execute a script/plan 
These 
also has apportunistic rules, wfiich allm higher priority i t e m s  to 
be addmsed inanediately (e.g., a timecr itical malfunction warning). 
direct h l v e ~ ~ &  in the Pilot 's  Associate (PA) program. 
used in  the Tactics Planner, Mission Planner, ari l  system Status modules 
within the PA. 
only w i t h  KA~FT but also w i t h  the wncepts of amflict resolution and 
coordinatirrg aqert system, which are directly applicable to the Diverter 
V a l u a b l e  knowl&ge has been (and w i l l  cmtmue ' to be) learned froan 
l IQU3ET is being 
D i v e  w i l l  apply lllessons learned1@ fmm the PA, not 
1 
I 
E PW=t. 
1' mirq Fhase I1 a protatype intelligent aid for diversion w a s  
develaped. Fhase 11 consisted of two major activities: I 
t 
11 
1. system Definition and Developmmt 
a. Airfield Selection 
b. -Selection 
c. Systaa FUmtioml Flaw 
2. Demnstntion 
a. fiardlware canfiguratian 
b. Scenarl 'os 
c. IEssons Learned 
Based on the information gathered in Phase I the systan was defined 
and developed. D i v e r t e r  was developed arand ttx> ' decision 
pmcese~: ahfield selectim followced by ruute selection. ?fie overall 
system functional flow was designed arolfnd these ttx> decision processes. 
Demr&ration of DiVerter required the h b p a t i a n  of AI tedmoloqr 
w i t h a s t a r d a r d m  simulation envimnmrent Umxqhtheuseof  a 
ampla systan configuration. the hardware configuration was in 
place, several simulation xenarios were ixplemmted. In the design, 
develope&, and -tion prooess a nuu&r of valuable lessons w e r e  
learned' relating to harltware ard software i n p l e ~ ~ ~ & ~ t i o n ,  within the 
present= architecture. 
T h e  cmce#ml a r c h i .  of the System is sham in Figure 3. 'his 
figure illustrates how the Diverter AI-based functiondL CQnpOnents cabhe 
to enhance the pilot's situational awareness and serve as an aid to the 
pilot's decision prpcess. 
the Diverter system to the ATC environment as w e l l  as to other on-board 
intelligent aids. 
Pratotype an-board fault dtorw and diagnosis aid (FaultFbder), 
currmtly u x k  develcpent. Ihe key functions of the Diverter 
architecture which have been ixplemented for this demnstration are: 
zhe figure also shows the necessary linkage of 
These would indude systems based on NASA Langley's 
- the generation of d i v e  options - the receannendatian of diversion - the flight rep- - a prelimina~~ explanation facility 
-theinitialmessageparser - the capability for pilot to accept recarrnrendation or select 
MQther option 
Fhase I of this program included an extensive analysis of the 
functiandl- of an intelligent diversion system. 
diversion situations. 
Regulations (FaRs), the Aixman's mormation Manual (AIM),  and Air Traffic 
Pmedues (ATP) were canpiled for use in  this project and are presented 
h m A .  ' and other obstacles w i t h i n  35 Muticdl miles of 
the Denver airport (the diversion destma ' t ionusedintheprototype 
demmstmtion) were plotted, and niles to avoid those abstacles w e r e  
develw and are presented in Apperrlix B. zhe data collected also 
imluled what information was used and what decisions w e r e  made by pilots 
Phase I also 
ammined the existingp- and tecfvliques used by pilots in 
Esrtensive data froan the Federal Aviation 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Air Traffic 
Control 
I 
I 
System 
Status 
FAULTFINDER 
I 
I 
SYYIOLICS 
~ l m ~ l l m ~ l l l l m ~ m l m l l l - m - ~ ~ - - ~ -  1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Pilot 
Decision 
Modify 
Reject 
or 
Accept 
I 
I 
I 
I 
ADAGE/ 
svu~oLIcs 
I 
I 
I 
I Situation Assessment 
Vehicle 
Facility 
Figure 3 Conceptual Architecture of Diverter 
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w i t h i n t h e -  oftheprescribedpm&bres. meseanalyses 
defined M o n s  to w h i c h  artificial intelligence tecfrnology could be 
applied w i t h  the most benefit. 
a t i o n s  a diversion fmu the planned flight path. Diverter 
iscapableoftwonrdesofwtion- on thenab l r eo f the  
diversion. The modes wailable am: (a) D i v e r t e r  evaluates a sugge&& 
diversion plan praposed bym and makes a A t i o n  to the pilot to 
-reject the plan; or (b) D i v e r t e r  initiates a replanning procedure 
and then the reaxmdation to the pilot i f  the diversion is not 
initiated by ATc. Ihe demmtration M u d m  four different reasons for 
diversion: weather, cabin presmhat ion failure, engine failure, and a 
'c -. Each of these situations has a different set of 
tobe 
0- 
aperatioadL inpacts as W l  as a different set of requirements 
addressed. Thespecifichpactsandrequiranents of each situation wens 
identified and defined thmugh m i v e  discuss ion w i t h  the pilats. 
and available AI capabilities, the present system W o n  was divided 
irrt0 two decision pmceses: (1) airfield selection; and (2) rurte 
selection. W solution for each of these decisions is based on the 
evaluation of a set of salient chmcteristics or a t t r i h b s  which effect 
the outcaxe of each question. These salient attributes were defined based 
on the -1 acquisition pmcess begun during phase I. 
Mukd h-depth interviews w i t h  dauain experts who were civilian and 
military pilots and air traffic Ccoltrollers, as well as examination of 
flight manuals, FAA regulations and cunpany guidelines. 
was assigmd a numeric weight which  reflects its relative importance and 
is used by D i v e r t e r  in its cxPrpxrtatian/evaluation prccess. The 
a z e d n e s  of the decisians and 
D i e  are dependent on the dghtings. The attributes used by Diverter 
and their weigh- (for the ahspace used i n  the aemonstratian) are 
listed in AFpendix C. T h i s  attribute inforwition wmld be resident in the 
FFE for use by D i e .  
Ihe m c  scenario for D i v e r t e r  inclm htmduch 'on of pmblem 
Based on the M m a l  analyses in IFhaSe I in amjunction w i t h  )awwn 
lhis process 
Each attribute 
reccnrenendations made by 
Airfield Select ion 
'fhe first decision made by Diverter is airfield selection. Diverter 
dmcses a set of alternate airfields based on their dbtance franthe 
current locatian of the airc=raft . 'Ibis list of airfields is subjected to 
evaluation based on the wighted . F o r t h i s t a s k D i v e r t e r  
enploys an algorithmic search of a static data base. Fran this search 
I#ocedure the best a l w t e  is selected as the new destination, 
a t t r w  used in  this evaluation pmcecbe m listed below: 
The 
Airfield Decision Factors 
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Airfield 
Airfield -tiam 
Navigation Aids status 
cUmmicatiorIs status 
specialwtiw- 
mrking space A v a i l a b i l i t y  
MainteMI.rce Availability 
Facilities 
E-V==YwP=t 
Suitable stairs 
Rmer cart Availability 
Relief Crew Availability 
Hotel -tiorIs 
-tion to Destlna ' tion 
Route selection 
D i v e  then lIplst select a route to the new destma * tion. mmethcds 
algorithm as done for ahfield selection. In this case, the search and 
The attributes that 
w e r e  explored. 
evdluation were based on a set of static attributes. 
wwld be used by D i v e r t e r  for this prrx=ess are listed below. 
lfie first employed a sea& us- a relatively simple 
I 
I 
I 
Safety 
weather 
Air Traffic 
AFrcraft cpeE3tions 
AiruaftMahbmxe status 
passenger wort 
cabin Altitude Rate 
Turbulence -* 
The definition of alternate mutes and the selection of a preferred 
route in a dymmic, real-time context is a -lex problem. lhis pmblem 
cannot be solved adequately us- swle strategies, such as those 
xmtioned abave, but requires special intelligmt pmgnmirq technicpes 
in order to achieve a flexible, dynamic replanning capability. 
progrartpning problem is made mre difficult by the need to pmvide the 
p i lo t  with a guery/aplanation facility in order for him to understand and 
have confidmce in the system's advice. 
sophisticated replanning ll&hcd was needed. 
D i v e r t e r ,  an algorithm based on the A* search technique was developed. 
The A* algorithm searches all possible mute segnwts fran the aircraft's 
current location and firds the best possible (minimal llcostll) rcute to the 
chosen- * tion based on the weight- scheme. W -in of this 
sear& is a map of a l l  of the FAA defined flight segments to a specific 
airfield froDn the current location of the aircraft . 
stmight path be- two FAA defined waypoints. This path can be defined 
for n r i o u s  altitude levels according to the airways depicted in  the En 
Route Lcw Altitude and En Rarte wigh Altitude charts. lcostsll for the 
segments are de- based on the followirrg factors: 
'Lhis 
-fore a second mre 
To inject the needed flexibility inb the replanning proc3ess used by 
A flight segment is a 
EhviJmment - This incluies any lea- prablems that may be 
present ard a l l  grourd based abstacles such as mountains, towers, 
etc. 
D i s t a n c e  - T h i s i s r a w d i s t m c e  in miles of that segment and the 
totaldisbnce of the path arrrently being Considered. 
aurentAircraft Status - For this phase w e  w i l l  only be concerned 
w i t h  an engine failure and a pressurization failure, in w h i c h  case 
the maximin alti- for the aircraft is affected, 
emeqmzy status is also inplemented for this phase, which plans an 
M a t e  path to the nearest airfield stay- w i t h i n  aircraft 
restraints such asIIlaxhm rate of descent and less than lg turns. 
Altitude - Based on aircraft !status andenvironment , a l o w  llcostll 
is given i f  the altitude of the segment is acceptable, and a very 
high lkostll is given i f  the segment's altitude is unacceptable. 
AII llextremell 
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The! functional flow of the -let@ D i m  system is illustrated in 
Figure 4. All of the functions depicted in this chart are not arrrently 
iqlenmted in the prototype. ple functional flow reflects activity for a 
weather d i m i o n ,  al- D i v e r t e r  is designed as a generic diversion 
aid far almost any situatian. T h e  pmtotyp demnstmtian assumes that a 
diversion situation exists at the artset so that specific functions 
associated w i t h  the decisim to divert are not cuzrerrtly used. The! 
ftnxzticms whid~ have been implenented are M a t e d  in F i w  4 by the 
highlmted baes .  The! furrctional flm presented in this figmz 
illustram an -licit design criterion w h i &  places the p i l e  as the 
focal point and ultimate decision maker in the aircraft. 
A brief description of the major functions follows. Ihe nuubers here 
correspand to the functiarlal f low diagmll. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6.  
7 .  
8 .  
Weam informition is received by D i v e r t e r  frcon E. In the 
viadata  
link transrmss ' ion. 
opmzitional system this i n f 0 ~ t i ~  will be &tau& ' 
D i e  arrrently displays the infomation on weather cell 
location, severiq, and m m .  abe full system will also 
display expeckd delay time to destma . 
rate of I m v M  ard w e a m  avoidance rules. 
t ionbasedonthecel l ' s  
P i lo t  forwards weather infomation to company cantrol either by 
voice ccmmnmication or by hstmchq * D i v e x k r  to tranSrm 't us* 
data link. 
D i v e r t e r  canpiles a list of -file alternate airfields w i t h i n  a 
200milerarqe. Iheamten to f th i s l i s t i sbasedonnmway  
D i v e  
f m  the 
length, - 
then ranks the alternates an the basis of their distance 
currerrt location of the a k u a f t  . pleaaqletedsystemwilluse 
this i n f m t i a n  to formlate a reaxmr&tion to divert or not 
to divert. 
~n the prototype this function is simulated. 
configuration and Status, and weather. 
% system can also display the alternates and a -tion 
to divert. 
Diverter cmptes a ranking of the alternate airfields based on 
the weightings of the individual attrkutes, e.g., safety, 
econmy, fuel rules, etc. D i e  then presents the possible 
alternatesandtheirrankings. 
In the full system the pilot will be able to select a different 
range within which to make a selection. 
The! full system will also a l l o w  a 
alternate or other possibility to be input. 
mcammdation for an 
17 
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9. è he pilot  can then query the system for a detailed list of 
attrihtes of any of the alternate airfields. The pilot  can ask 
for a side-by-side axpzirism l i s t i r q  of W of the alternates. 
a different alternate airfield based on 10. Ihe pilot  can then 
the CuUpaIy's or pilot's am preference. 
11. D i v e r t e r  will then irdicate if the new alternate nreetS the 
for fuel rerpainirrg, weather and ahcraft 
?he amplete system will add the alternate to the 
list if  it meets requirenrents (-, -, ccnnpany-=, 
etc.) .  
Pilot chooses the alternate to which he w i l l  divert. 12. 
13. The system w i l l  allow the pilot to activate D i v e  to select a 
desired alternate and to develop a route to that alternate. 
14, After the alternate is chosen Diverter develops illyl displays a 
list of alternate mutes w i t h  rnrmeric weigh-. The best route is 
indicated based on the relevant attributes of each route (e.g., 
environment, dbtance I aircraft status, altitude). 
?he pilot may then request nrodification to D i v e ' s  route. 
The pilot  can then accept the D i v e ' s  or  his own proposed 
route, 
15. 
16. 
1 
l 
The follawing functions illustrated i n  the f l w  chart have b e a  
defined for the fully functional system, txrt are not yet implemented. 
o If the pilot  appruves the D i v e  recaerpnerdation, the route is 
sutanitted to ATc for appruval. zhe alternate route is either 
cleared or nrodified by ATc. 
o If the Luute is modified, D i v e  then presents the d f i e d  mute 
to the pilot  and evaluates the route for appropriateness. Diverter 
then makes a recxzamenlation to the pilot to accept or reject the 
modified route. 
o o n ~ e  a route is chosen and cleared by=, the pilot can then 
instruct Diverter to send the route information to the fl ight 
management cconputer (FMC). 
navigation radios to the correct frequencies. 
as to arrival information such as ETA and 
remairder of the diverted flight. 
zhe F?JIC ccanplter automatically tunes the 
o The pilot can then have Diverter d f y ,  via data link, the CmpW 
o Diverter displays the Cruise flight plan infomation for the 
fuel needs. 
T h i s  display w i l l  incorporate 
presently implemented and available information r e g a n h q  - 
mute, wapints, EllA to steerpoints, weather, and EllA to 
t h e n e w  
destination, 
be included as it is developed and implemented, 
Information on horizontal/vertical profiles w i l l  also 
19 
o D i v e r t e r  receives runway use ard appmch infomation via data link 
fmn A!tC. Bie specified approach can be USBd by the pilot or  the 
pilot can request an alternate. After an approach has been agreed 
upon, D i v e r t e r  begins p- * descent,approach,andlandirrg 
infonuation. 
The Diverter pmtotype is oprational ard has been -ted in the 
Intel1iga-k Systems ~&~ra to ry  a t  m e x y i a .  ?he system uses a 
syxbolics mrkstation for the intelligent software, interfaced w i t h  a WAX 
11/780 whi& drives an Adage display System for presentation of Diverter 
information. This mnfiquration is shown in Figure 5. 
a fully *elm pilot-vehicle interface, Ihe interface for the 
P-=- to wide a demnstration of capability and as 
such was relatively siqle. For the pmtotype, t a c t  information, 
including amplanation data, was presmtd via the symbolics display 
screen. 
driven by an Adage display system similar to thnse in NASA's Mvanced 
colbcepts simlator (ACS). ming Fhase 111 the system is expcted t o  
interface w i t h  the Adage display 
the ACS wfiich have toucfi-sensitive screens ard nailtifunction keyboaxd 
input devices, 
accmplished using Ethernet. ?he wlics information was transferred t o  
the VAX using chaosnet pratocal. Ihe information was then transferred t o  
the W using Decnet protocol. ?he data was parsed and assembled into its 
correct form in the appmpriate data base locations. Ihe Adage display 
driver code then accessed these array locations to glean the appropriate 
display infomation. 
A preliminary explanation capability was developed for this 
application. 
specific -tiom made by D i v e .  Ihe pilot can request Diverter 
to show a list of a- for each alternate airfield or route. This 
information a l lows  the pilot t o  review the rationale and to verify the 
reccnrnrendation prwided by Diverter. In additian, the pilot may request a 
list of attributes for b i c ~  of the alternate airfields or routes praposed 
by Diverter t o  allow a side-by-side caparison. 
facility, while effective, shculd be considered as a concept investigation 
tool rather than a final product. 
The input/output function for the demnstratian was not implemented as 
?he map/navigation QraFhics w e r e  presented on a separate display 
aril the am-1 display units in 
Ihe interface from the symbolics to the Adage displays w a s  
It allows the pilot to request more infozmation about 
T h i s  aplanation 
Scenario 
The demanstration was based on the following scenario. A cummercial 
flight is en ?mute from L c s  Aqeles (LAX) to Colorado Springs (a). A 
weather system develops mer Calorado Springs requiring a diversion of the 
flight. As previously mmtioned, the demonstration assumes ixunedia-y 
that a diversion is necessary because of the weather system. III the ful ly  
20 
Figure 5 .  Lab Configuration for the Diverter Demonstration 
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fuwtional D i v e r t e r  the system will be able to evaluate the situation and 
decide if a divezsion is 
to a TRmJser of available or active airfields w i t h i n  
tom 
was- 
a ncminal200milerange. These- ' wereintetxM 
pratatype &vel- a t  a -le level. An ample display for a 
diversion, shawirrg the active airfields w i t h  relative weights and 
Diverter's mccma&ticms, is ShCkJn in F i v  6. 
several additicmal kinds of diversiaprs: a diversion due to a 
pressrnrization failure: a diversion due to an errgine failure: and a 
diversion due to a ca- 'c -. Ihe airfields m selected 
f r u n ~ & n a i n o f a i r f i e l d s i n t h e & n v e r a r e a  (restr ic tedfor the 
demn&ratim). ThearmainoftherartesearcfiisamapofallFAA 
defined flight Segments in the 
straight path betwen tm FlVI defined waypoints. This path can be defined 
for mi- altitu3e levels, according to the airway depicted in the 
ruute I a w  =ti- and En r a t e  wigh Altitude cfiarts. W e i g h t s  for the 
-=e- ' based on ernrircwmrent, distance , current a i r u a f t  
daw, anl &ti-. A -le of a &eQ of actual display screens 
frunthedemmstmtionareinc1uledas'AppendixD. 
For the dmmstration, the data base 
In adlition to the weather situation, the demmsbation inclwks 
area. A flight segment is a 
mirq the d c w e l w  prpcess of Diverter, a number of lessons were 
learned relating t o  the iaplementation of this type of AI architecture. 
of themst important itarrs are presented below. 
o A pl- system using 3-D arrays on the Synbolics is unacceptable 
For the segment data base we used, 
Ihe prcblem involved is defining 
for any -le space. More researcfi is needed in 
hardware used for this plannhq. 
the A* algorithm worked very well. 
all the Segments and calcula- the weights in real th .  
factors were used w i t h  no tmuble, but a larger subset of the 
factors frcpnpgperdixc, ObtalEd ' dynamically, would be needed t o  
realistically simlate the whole situation. 
The navigational map displays used - the Adage displays currently 
used in the Mvanced Qn=epts Fl ight  Sirmulator (ACFS) a t  
L?SC-&oqi.a. In the absence of the hardware to simplify the 
transfer of data fmm a symbolics to a VAX and eventually the Adage, 
we had to write our awn software for the hardware we currently had. 
Four 
o The -tion was driven by software aecuted on the symbolics. 
strict use of a good Interface corrtrol Document (ICD), as w e l l  as 
excellent software engineering practices w i t h  very skilled software 
eng- allwed very successful axupletion of this particular 
task. This difficult issue shaild be addressed carefully in future 
work. Items to be cansidered include language coordination be- 
prqrams, ccnanrm id nareso xessage traffic, cmpatible transfer 
pratoools, axxi timing for updates. ?he -ffs be- 
perfarming these tasks or buying -ive hardware (BUSLINK) t o  
solve same of these prablems, shald  be ewmined. 
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I 
Figure 6 .  Diverter Display Example : 
Alternate Airfields, Weights, and Recommendation 
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0 T b e  methods used for planning in D i v e r t e r ,  A*-- sear&es, do not 
a forradl trace of mle f i r m  or inferences that w e r e  made 
to arrive at the opt ixm rarte. ?he functims w i l l  not arrrently 
provide feedback as to why a secgnent was rejected or accepted but 
simply gives the path with the lakfest %ost.ll rn capture t h i s  kind 
of acplanation of the decisicm suitable for preserbtion to 
a pilot/- will be a difficult task. 
o Flavors and ather object-oriated pradigms are excellent forms for 
q- data for the D i e  damin. Their flexibiliw and 
ease of manigwlation are ' forthefunctimsprformdin 
this program. ?he sophkticabd capability demm&rated in Diverter - macle possible by the use  of software tools such as Flavors which 
allow for dynamic data representation. Eiclcfi of the capability of 
Diverter is related to the exploitation of a blackboard architecture 
developed with a script-based skeletal plarmer (m), described 
earlier. This  architedxre provided an efficient means of averall 
infomation mnagenmt including M e  managemmt, message pass-, 
interface control as w e l l  as gldxd and local data storage. 
o Driver software for the demnstmtion sinailation must &ailate much 
more than we anticipated. 'Ibis w i l l  nut be a prcblem in the future, 
since the ACS/cFs perfoms these functions, but the time 
and subset of tasks needed to develcp a driver on the Spbolics w a s  
-ted. 
o !&e D i v e  Manager modLile w a s  an hteqration strangpoint. 
M e ,  by us- blacld3oards and strong I-, coordinated the other 
ncdules very efficiently. prcblems were eryxxllltered during 
integration, but approximately 80% of them were anticipated and 
RLis 
solutians developed. 
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Artificial irrtelligmce tecfinology can pmvide p i l e  w i t h  information 
on which to base decisians many flight activities 
includbq in-flight plannhq and replannhq. D i v e r t e r  -tes the 
capability of an intelligent flight mnagement system. W system can 
rapidly assimilate information fran aixraf t  m x s  and systems, a large 
grwx& 
nirrg guidarce for presentation to the pilot. T h e  functicns of Diverter 
are t o  perfom situation assessnent, t o  evaluate influaxes of current 
system status, evaluate "inflllemes" on mmutlng * , to perfonn flight 
an-board data base, real-time inplts frcm the pilot, or data link fran the 
D i V e r t e r  evaluates this infomatian to develop planning/replan- 
plarmixq and Eplanning, and to present this infomation, and additional 
~ l a n a t o r y  informatiopl when necessary, to the pilot. 
Fbture work on D i v e  should address two major areas. The first 
area involves the develapaent ard evaluation of a viable, operationally 
capable pilot-vehicle -ace (€VI). T h i s  €VI is eqected to present 
t a c t  and graphic information, including aplanations, and allow pilot 
i n p t  th roqi~  the nniLtifunctiaDl cosrtrol display unit  (m) of the FplEc or 
thrmgh ather means (such as voice inpt)  in the Acs. Route information 
in  graphics format w i l l  be presented on the navigation/map display. 'Ihe 
PVI should also pravi.de an 
The explanations prwided should be flexible enough to pmvide the pi la t  
w i t h  information in  the apprupriate quantity and format for a given 
situation. F b l 1  implementatian of a PVI: w i l l  necesarily require a 
careful evaluation process to asure a maximally effective interface. 
The second area involves transporting the stard-alone prototype into a 
full simulation e n v m  such as the A(S a t  M~SA LaRC. This w i l l  allm 
for testirq of the capabilities and limitations of the system in  a fully 
dynamic e n v m  . 
NASA's Eoehq 737 Transport systenrs €&sear& V e h i c l e  (TSRV). 
and refined explanation capability. 
O m e  the simulator work is ocmpleted, efforts can 
then proceed to place D i v e r t e r  into an operational envirWrment such as 
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catpilation of Relevant operation Ihiles and Requlations 
W h  aFpendix SLrrrmarizes the set of aircraft aperatian rules and 
regulations relevarrt for use in D i v e r t e r .  
Federal Aviation Regulations (F'ARs), Ainmn Infomatim Manual (AIM) and 
Air Traffic procedure (ATP) doarments. 
apprcpriate source doarment. 
mese rules were extracted frcm 
Each rule is referenced for the 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
A-l 
Goals: Noise Aba-, Terrain Avoidance, Fbel Cbnsemation, Weam 
Avoidance, and Schedule Ccrrp?l-. 
(1) Pilot  is in a radar mvimnmnt inside a terrmndL axltrol 
area and w i l l  remain there. 
(2) lhere is a casrtrol- in operation- 
(3) P i l o t  has all necessary equipent and it is in gocd aperation 
order e specified. 
(4) No missed apprcach procedures are cansidered- 
( 5 )  Landing is made at a civil airport (military minima differ 
smewhat) . 
( 6 )  , Separation standards for helicopters are not amsidered. 
( 7 )  separation minima are incluasa as well as other factors that 
may affect sepamtion be- aircraft. 
other infomation that may be mired: 
Traffic Infoxmatian 
aurent Notanrs and mREp Inf0mtiOn 
Vector* Alti-) m's (- 
W i n d  D i r e c t i o n  and Velocity on Active Runway 
~ r c a c h  mart Infomtion - 
. .  
L€mgth of rullway; MDAS; MSAS; nates and 
specifications; mininnrm, maxinun, and 
mandatory altitudes. 
A-2 
Goal: Aircraft Separation 
Category 1: Departures 
Category 2: En Route 
*Category 3 : Arrivals 
Subcategories: Normal IFR 
Weather Effects 
VFR 
Radio Outage 
Emergency 
Acft Performance 
Type of Approach 
Runway Conditions & Wake Turbulence 
Fuel Dumping 
Goal: Noise Abatement 
Goal: Terrain Avoidance 
Goal: Fuel Conservation 
Goal : Weather Avoidance 
Goal: Schedule Comuliance 
*This is the category considered in this first draft. 
A-3 
Assumptions: 
(I) 
(2 )  
( 3 )  
( b )  
( 5 )  
( 6 )  
( 7 )  
Pilot is in a radar environment inside a terminal control area and 
will remain there. 
There is a control tower in operation. 
Pilot has ail necessary equipment and it is in good operating 
order except when specified. 
No missed approach procedures are considered. 
Landing is made at a civil airport (military minima differ 
somewhat). 
Separation standards for helicopters are not considered. 
Separation minima are included as vel1 as other factors that may 
affect separation between acft. 
A-4 
Computer may also need other information: 
Traffic Pattern Information 
Current Notams and PIREP Info 
MVA's (Minimum Vectoring Altitudes) 
Wind Direction and Velocity on Active Runway 
Approach Chart Info - Length of runway; MDA's; MSA's; notes and specifications; 
minimum, maximum, and mandatory altitudes. 
t 
A-5 
Standard IFR 
AIM PP272 1) 
FAR 91.70(a) 
AIM 271c 
AIM 371 
AIM 371 
AIM 36bb 
AIM 364b,c, 6) 
d 
FAR 91.87d 7) 
ATP 5-115 9) 
If aircraft altitude < 10,000 ft then if distance from 
airport > 20 miles then aircraft speed 2 210 kts and 5 250 
kts else if distance from airport < 20 miles then if 
aircraft is turbine-powered then speed 2 170 kts and 5 250 
kts else speed 2 150 kts and 5 250 kts. 
If aircraft are at the same altitude then if acft are 1. 40 
miles from the radar antenna site then 3 miles radar 
separation must exist between them else 5 miles radar 
separation must exist between them. 
If a procedure turn is required on the U P  then the 
procedure turn distance shall be made within the turn 
distance specified on the IAP and the acft altitude shall 
not be below the minimum altitude specified. 
If a holding pattern is specified by the IAP then the 
holding maneuver must be executed within the published leg 
length or 1 minute time limitation. 
If acft is cleared for an IAP then the acft altitude must be - > m i n k  altitude for that procedure and 5 the maximum 
altitude or = mandatory altitude. 
If a vector to the approach is provided by ATC then the 
acfts altitude must be 2 minimum safe altitude (MSA) and 
minimum vectoring altitude (MVA). 
If acft is turbine-powered or a large acft then the mininum 
altitude w i l l  be 
until further descent is required for safe landing. 
1,500 ft above the surface of the aiqorz 
If below 18,000 ft MSL then if magnetic course is 0 degrees 
and < 179 degrees, then correct altitude * odd thousands, 
MSL else if magnetic course is > 180 degrees and < 359 
degrees then correct altitude = even thousands, MSL. 
If one acft is arriving and another acft is departing on a 
parallel runway and the departure course diverges by 2 30 
degrees from the missed approach course, then if runway 
thresholds are staggered and the arriving acft is 
approaching the nearer runway and the center lines are 
1000 ft apart and the landing thresholds are staggered at 
least 500 ft for each 100 ft less than 2,500 the centerlines 
are separated or if the arriving acft is approaching the 
further runway, then 
if the runway centerline separation 2 2,500 ft by 
at least 100 ft for each 500 ft the landing 
thresholds are staggered then 
simultaneous operations are approved. 
A-6 
ATP 5-115 10) If nonintersecting runways diverge by 2 15 degrees and 
runway edges do not touch, then simultaneous operations are 
approved. 
ATP 5-120 11) If an acft is vectored to intercept the final approach 
course, then the acft must intercept the final approach 
course no closer than the FAF and if for a precision 
approach, then acft alt 5 glideslope/glidepath or if for a 
nonprecision approach, then at an altitude that will allow 
descent in accordance with the published procedure. 
ATP 5-121 12) If an acft is vectored to a final approach course then 
if the distance from interception point to the approach gate 
< 2 miles the maximum intercept angle = 20 degrees else if 
distance 2 2 miles then the maximum intercept angle 
degrees. 
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ATP 6-51 13) If IFR acft are not separated laterally or by radar minima 
then 1000 feet vertical separation is required. 
AIM 552 14) If an acft is a heavy jet and is flying behind another heavy 
jet at the same altitude, then 4 miles separation is 
required. 
If an acft is a small/large acft flying behind a heavy jet 
then 5 miles separation is required. 
15)  
A- 7 
Weather Effects 
FAR 135.225 2) 
(C) 
FAR 91.116 3 )  
AIM 381b. 4 )  
5 )  
AIM 385 
If an instrument approach procedure is to be executed then 
weather conditions must be at or above IFR landing minimums 
for that airport and for that procedure. 
If pilot has begun the final approach segment of an 
instrument approach and conditions go below minimum after 
the acft is on ILS final approach and has passed the FAF or 
acft is on an A5R or PAR final approach and has turned over 
to final approach controller or if acft is on a final 
approach using a VOR/NDB procedure and has passed the FAT or 
has completed the procedure turn and is established inbound 
on the final approach course within the distance prescribed 
in the procedure then 
if at MDA or DH the weather conditions are 2 minimums 
prescribed for the procedure then continue approach and 
land. 
If approach is not Category I1 or Category I11 and the RVR 
is not reported, then 
if ground visibility = 1/4 stat. mi. then RVR = 
1600 ft 
or if ground visibility = 112 stat mi. then RVR = 
2400 ft 
or if ground visibility = 5 / 8  stat. mi. then RVR 
= 3200 ft - 
or if ground visibility = 314 stat. mi. then RVR 
= 4000 ft 
or if ground visibility = 7 / 8  stat. mi. then RVR 
= h500 ft 
or if ground visibility = 1 stat. mi. then RVR = 
5000 ft 
or if ground visibility = 1.25 stat. mi. then FJR 
= 6000 ft, 
If the final approach course of the Ikp is within 30 degrees 
of the runway aliqnment and normal descent can be made from 
the IFR altitude on the IAP to the runway then straight in 
weather minimums are published on the IAP. 
If normal rate of descent or runway alignment factor of 30 
degrees is exceeded, then use the circling minimum and if 
pilot has runway in sight and has sufficient time to make a 
normal approach, then the pilot should make a straight-in 
approach without circling when cleared by ATC. 
If weather conditions are minimum and circling is required 
then maneuver the shortest path to the base or downwind leg 
and make standard left turns unless othewise cleared by 
ATC . 
If sround visibility < 1 stat. mi. then contact approach is 
not permissible. 
A-8 
AIM 110 8) If ceiling < 500 ft above MVA and visibility < 3 mi. and 
acft cannot remain in VFR conditions, then visual approach 
is not permissible. 
AIM 512(f) 9) If the approach is nonprecision, then the minimum RVR = 2400 
ft. 
10) If the approach is Category I, then the minimum RVR = 1800 
ft. 
or if the approach is Category I1 then the minimum RVR = 
1200 ft. 
or if the approach is Category IIIa then the minimum RVR = 
700 ft. 
or if the approach is Category IIIb then the minimum RVR = 
1-50 ft 
or if the approach is Category IIIc then the minimum RVR = 0 
ft. 
AM 526 
(a) not land. 
11) If a thunderstorm is approaching head-on then acft should 
12) If a thunderstorm is overhead then the acft should not fly 
under it. 
I 13) If a thunderstorm is identified as severe then the acft 
should avoid it by 20 miles. 
1 4 )  If the area has 6/10 thunderstorm coverage then entire area 
should be avoided. 
15)  If acft enters a thunderstorm then fly the straightest path 
possible. 
i 
A-9 
FAR 91.105 1) 
(a) 
2)  
3) 
ATP 3-92,93 6) 
ATP 7-43 a) 
ATP 7-92b 9) 
ATP 7-92c 10) 
If W R  and < 10,000 ft AGL then flight visibility 2 3 stat. 
mi. and distance from clouds = 500 ft below, 1000 ft above, - 
and 2,000 ft horizontal. 
If acft is operating special VFR then ground visibility-1 
stat. mi. and acft must remain clear of clouds and ceiling 
must be 2 1000 ft. 
If acft is operating VFR > 3,000 ft AGL then altitude on 
course of 0 degrees through 179 degrees = any odd thousand 
ft MSL plus 500 ft or if course is 180 degrees through 359 
degrees from altitude = any even thousand ft MSL plus 500 
ft. 
If within the TCA then VFR ON TOP is not allowed. 
If acft is within the TCA then vertical separation from IFR 
acft 500 ft or at least 1 1/2 miles radar separation. 
If conditions are VFR or visual separation is applied and 
simultaneous operations are being conducted on parallel 
runways then 
if acft is a light, single engine prop then 300 
ft must exist between runway centerlines 
else if acft-is twin engine prop then 500 ft must 
exist between runway centerlines 
else 700 ft must exist between centerlines. 
If acft is operating Special VFR then acft altitude must be 
at least 500 ft below IFR traffic and not below the MSA. 
If acft is VFR then 500 ft must exist between it and all 
other traffic except for heavy jet where more separation 
should exist. 
If a Category I or I1 aircraft is VFR then 1 1/2 mi. must 
exist between it and other IFR/VFR acft of the same type and 
between it and Category I11 IFR/VFR acft only if they are on 
parallel courses. 
A-10 
Radio Outaqe 
FAR 91.127 1) If clearance l i m i t  is a f i x  from which approach begins then 
i f  EFC was issued then begin approach a t  EFC t i m e  
else begin approach a t  ETA. 
If clearance l i m i t  is not  a f i x  from which approach begins 
then if EFC was issued then depar t  l i m i t  a t  EFC t i m e  
else proceed t o  f i x  from which approach begins and begin 
approach a t  ETA time. 
2) 
cf4) 3 )  If holding i n s t r u c t i o n s  were issued then i f  EFC was issued 
then leave holding f i x  a t  EFC time else i f  EAC was issued 
then leave holding f i x  a t  U C  time. 
c f 5 )  4) If EAC t i m e  is received then maintain en route  a l t i t u d e  
u n t i l  EAC time else maintain a l t i t u d e  u n t i l  ETA time. 
AI!4 205 5)  If receiver is inopera t ive  then t h e  following ATC l i g h t  
s i g n a l s  may be used: 
s teady  green = cleared t o  land 
f l a s h i n g  green = r e t u r n  f o r  landing 
s teady  red = give  way t o  o ther  a c f t  & continue 
c i r c l i n g  
f l a s h i n g  red = unsafe, do not  land 
a l t e r n a t i n g  red & green * e x e r c i s e  extreme 
caut ion .  
A-11 
Emersencv 
A M  364c 1) If approach is NDB or VOR and acft is 
navaid then use the published minimum safe altitude on 
approach procedure chart. 
25 miles from the 
2)  If distress or urgency condition is declared then Direction 
Finding Instrument Approach procedure may be used. 
A- 12 
Aircraft Performance 
AIM 1) 
Glossary 
2)  
3 )  
ATP 5-72e 4 )  
5) 
6) 
ATP 6-64 7)  
8 )  
AIM PP272 9 )  
FAR 97.3 10 1 
If a c f t ' s  max. T.O. weight 1300,000 l b s  then a c f t  is 
categorized as heavy. 
If a c f t ' s  max. T.O. weight > 12,508 and < 30C,OOO l b s  then 
acft is large.  
If acf t ' s  max. T.O. weight 12,500 l b s  then a c f t  is small. 
If small acft  is landing behind l a r g e  acf t  then 4 miles must 
ex i s t  between them when l a r g e  a c f t  is over landing 
threshold.  
If small acft  is landing behind heavy a c f t  then 6 miles must 
e x i s t  between them when heavy a c f t  is over landing 
threshold.  
If parallel runways a r e  < 2,500 f t  a p a r t  then t h e  above 
minima a l s o  apply. 
If a small a c f t  is making a timed approach behind a heavy 
acft  then 3 minutes o r  6 miles must e x i s t  between them. 
If condi t ions are VFR o r  v i s u a l  separa t ion  is appl ied and 
simultaneous operat ions a r e  being conducted on p a r a l l e l  
runways then 
if a c f t  is a l i g h t  s i n g l e  engine prop then 300 ft 
must ex i s t  between runway c e n t e r l i n e s  else i f  
acft  is a twin engine prop then 500 f t  nust e x i s t  
between runway c e n t e r l i n e s  else 700 f t  must e x i s t  
between c e n t e r l i n e s .  
If ATC i ssues  speed < minimum safe speed of a i r c r a f t  then 
p i l o t  should f l y  speed = minimum safe speed and advise  ATC. 
If a c f t  is Category A then landing speed < 91 kts 
else i f  a c f t  is Category 8 then landing speed 
91 k t s  and < 121 k t s  
else i f  a c f t  is Category C then landing speed 2 
121 k t s  and < 141 k t s  
else i f  a c f t  is Category D then landing speed 2 
141 k t s  and < 166 k t s  
else i f  a c f t  is Category E then landing speed 2 
166 k t s  
A-13 
Tvpes of Auuroaches: 
AIM 376 
AIM 1 2 i  
AIM 375 
AIM 383 
ATP 6-64  
ATP 7-35  
ATP 7 - 3 4  
If  p a r a l l e l  ILS/MLS approaches are being conducted on 
p a r a l l e l  runways 2 2,500 f t  a p a r t  then 
if a c f t  are on adjacent  l o c a l i z e r  courses  then 
minimum separa t ion  between successive acft  is 2 
miles 
else i f  a c f t  are on t h e  same l o c a l i z e r  course 
then minimum s e p a r a t i o n  is 3 miles 
else i f  acft  are making t u r n  on t o  l o c a l i z e r  
course then 1000 f t  v e r t i c a l  o r  3 miles radar  
separat ion must e x i s t  
If approach is ILS and Category I then 
i f  t h e r e  is no touchdown zone and c e n t e r l i n e  
l i g h t i n g  then 
minimum DH 2 200 f t  and min. RVR 2 2,400 f t  else 
i f  Category I A  o r  I B  o r  I C  then 
DH 2 200 f t  and RVR 2 1800 f t  else i f  Category I D  
then DH 200 f t  and RVR 2 2000 f t  
If approach is ILS and Category I1 then 
DH 2 100 ft and RVR 2 1200 ft 
If approach is ILS and Category I11 A then 
DH = no minimum and RVR 2 700 f t  
else i f  approach is ILS and Category I I I B  then 
DH = no minimum and RVR 2 150 f t  
else i f  approach is ILS and Category I I I C  then 
DH = no minimum and RVR no minimum 
If simultaneous ILS approaches are being conducted on 
p a r a l l e l  runways 2 4,300 f t  a p a r t  then a c f t  a r e  l a t e r a l l y  
separa ted  by a 2000 f t  no t ransgress ion  zone. 
If p i l o t  is conducting a v i s u a l  approach and has t h e  o t h e r  
acft i n  s i g h t  then t h e r e  are no separa t ion  minima. 
If successive timed approaches a r e  being conducted then 
i f  a s m a l l  a c f t  follows a heavy a c f t  then 3 mins. o r  6 m i l e s  
r adar  separa t ion  must exis t  else 2 mins. o r  5 miles. 
If a contac t  approach is being conducted then a c f t  must b e  
c leared  a t  o r  below an a l t i t u d e  t h a t  is a t  least 1000 f t  
below IFR t r a f f i c ,  but above t h e  MSA. 
If CVFP approach is being conducted and t h e  p i l o t  has t h e  
o t h e r  acft  i n  s i g h t  then t h e r e  are no separa t ion  minima. 
A-14 
Runwav Conditions: 
A I M  552 
AIM 545(b) 
AIM 226b 
AIM 228a 
AIM 523 
1) If a small acft is landing behind a heavy jet then 6 miles 
separation is required. 
2) If a small acft is landing behind a large acft then 4 miles 
separation is required. 
If acft is landing after a large/heavy aircraft executes a 
low approach, missed approach, or touch-and-go then at least 
2 minutes should pass before landing. 
3 )  
4 )  If wind velocity 2 5 kts then runway most nearly aligned 
with wind is preferred else "calm uind" runway is preferred. 
If braking action is good then land else if braking action 
is fair then use caution else if braking action is poor or 
nil use extreme caution or don't land. 
5 )  
6) If reported wind shear conditions are hazardous for acft 
type then don't land. 
A-15 
Fuel Dumnins: 
ATP 8-53 1) If acft is dumping fuel then separate other IFR acft from it 
by 1000 ft above it or 2000 ft below it or 5 miles radar 
separation or 5 miles lateral separation. 
If acft is dumping fuel then separate VFR acft from it by 5 
miles. 
2)  
A-16 
APPENDM B 
Terrain Avoidance Rules for Denver Area. 
1iStStheteIZaUl ' avoidance d e s  for aircraft w i t h i n  35 
Denver voRI!Ac. 
B-1 
TERRAIN AVOIDANCE 
(Terrain avoidance is for aircraft within 35 NM of Denver VORTAC.) 
Assumptions: 
(1) Aircraft is under radar control. 
(2) Rules: a) in non-mountainous areas the MVA must be 1000 ft. 
b) in mountainous areas MVA must be 2000 ft. above 
c) 
above highest obstacle. 
highest obstacle. 
or MVA must be L an established MSA. 
(3) Aircraft has ground tracking capability such as INS or RNAV so 
that its position from the Denver VORTAC can be computer at any 
time, as well as latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates. 
If aircraft is within 25 NM of the airport, then: 
(1) If aircraft position is between Oo - 165O radial of the 
(2) If aircraft position is between 90° - 180° radial of the 
( 3 )  If aircraft position is between 170° - 325O radial of the 
(4) If aircraft position is between 325O - 340° radial of the 
(5) If aircraft position is between 340° - 360° radial of the 
Denver VORTAC the NVA 2 8100 MSL. 
Denver VORTAC then the MVA 2 10500 MSL. 
Denver VORTAC then the MVA 2 12600 MSL. 
Denver VORTAC then the MVA 2 10500 MSL. 
Denver VORTAC then the MVA 2 8100 MSL. 
If aircraft is outside 25 NM of the airport then: 
(1) If aircraft position is between Oo - 90° radial of the Denver 
( 2 )  If aircraft position is between 90° - 180° radial of the 
(3) If aircraft position is between 180° - 270° radial of the 
( 4 )  If aircraft position is between 270° - 360° radial of the 
VORTAC then the MVA 2 6200 MSL. 
Denver VORTAC then the MVA 2 8500 MSL. 
Denver VORTAC then the MVA 1 14300 MSL. 
Denver VORTAC then the MVA 2 14700 MSL. 
B-2 
APPROACH CONTROL AIRSPACE 
(Approach control airspace is for aircraft within 20 NM of Denver TACAN. 
These specifications assure aircraft is within Terminal Control Area.) 
(1) If aircraft position is from 5O to ioo of Denver TACAN then 
a) If aircraft is within 10 DME of Denver TACAN then altitude 2 
b) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then 
c) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then 
ground and 11000 MSL. 
altitude 2 7000 MSL and 11000 MSL. 
altitude 2 9000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
If aircraft position is from 5 O  to loo radial of Denver TACAN 
then 
a) If aircraft is within 10 DME of Denver TACAN then altitude 2 
ground and s 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then if 
aircraft 5 104O47' longitude then altitude L 8000 MSL and 2 
11000 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then if 
aircraft < 104O47' longitude then altitude 2 10000 MSL and - < 11000 MSC else altitude 9000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
( 3 )  If aircraft position is from loo to 20° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 10 DME of Denver TACAN then if aircraft 
is < 104'48' longitude then altitude L 7000 MSL and L 11000 
MSL else altitude 2 ground and 
b) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 
c) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 10000 MSL and 
then 
11000 MSL. 
7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
11000 MSL. 
(4) If aircraft position is from 20° to 30° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then altitude 2 
ground and 5 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude > 7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then if 
aircraft < 104O47' longitude then altitude 1. 8000 MSL and 5 
11000 MSL else altitude 2 7000 MSL and 
d) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 10000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
then 
11000 MSL. 
( 5 )  If aircraft position is from 30° to 50° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then altitude 2 
then 
ground and 5 11000 MSL. 
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b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then 
c) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then 
d) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
altitude 2 8000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
altitude 2 10000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
(6) If aircraft position is from SOo to 60° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then if aircraft 
is < 104O47' longitude then altitude 2 7000 MSL and 11000 
MSL else altitude 2 ground and 5 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 7000 MSL and L 11000 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 8000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
d) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 10000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
then 
( 7 )  If aircraft position is from 60° to 70° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then if aircraft 
is > 39O49' latitude then altitude 7000 MSL and 5 11000 
MSL else altitude 2 ground and 5 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 7000 MSL and 11000 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 8000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
d )  If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 10000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
then 
(8) If aircraft position is from 70° to 80° radial of Denver TACAN 
then 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then altitude 
ground and 5 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then if 
aircraft is > 39O50' latitude then altitude 2 8000 MSL and 
< 11000 MSL else altitude 2 7000 MSL and 
d) if aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TASAN then if 
aircraft is > 39O50' latitude then altitude 2 13000 MSL and 
- < 11000 MSL else altitude 29000 MSL and 
11000 MSL. 
11000 MSL. 
(9) If aircraft position is from 80° to 90° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then altitude 1. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then 
then 
ground and 5 11000 MSL. 
altitude 2 7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
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c) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then if 
aircraft is > 39O44' latitude then altitude 2 9000 MSL and - < 11000 MSL else altitude 2 8000 MSL and 5, 11000 MSL. 
(10) If aircraft position is from 90° to looo radial of the Denver 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then altitude 2 
ground and 5 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then if 
aircraft is < 39O44' latitude then altitude 7500 MSL and 
- < 11000 MSL else altitude 2 7000 MSL and 5, 11000 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then if 
aircraft is > 39O44' latitude then altitude- 9000 MSL and 5 
11000 MSL else altitude 2 8000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
TACAN then 
(11) If aircraft position is from LOOo to llOo radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then is aircraft 
is <39O44' latitude then altitude 2 7500 MSL and 5 11000 
MSL else altitude 2 ground and 5 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then is 
aircraft is < 39O44' latitude then altitude 2 7500 MSL and 
- < 11000 MSL else altitude 2 7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 7500 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
d) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 8000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
then 
(12) If aircraft position is from llOo to 120° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then if aircraft 
is < 39O44' latitude then altitude 2 7500 MSL and 5 11000 
MSL else altitude 2 ground and 5 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude > 7500 MSL and 5, 11000 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 8000 MSL and 11000 MSL. 
then 
(13) If aircraft position is from 120° to 130° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then if aircraft 
is 5 39O44' latitude altitude and 5 104°48'longitude then 
altitude > 7500 MSL and 5 11000 MSL else altitude 2 ground 
and < 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 7500 MSL and 5 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 8000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
then 
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(14) If aircraft position is from 130° to 140° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then if aircraft 
is < 104O44' longitude then altitude 2 7500 MSL and 5 11000 
MSL else altitude 2 ground and 5 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 1. 7500 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 1. 8000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
then 
(15) If aircraft position is from 140° to 150° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then if aircraft 
is < 104O48' longitude then altitude > 8000 MSL and 5 11000 
MSL else altitude 2 ground and 5 11000 MsL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 1. 7500 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 1. 8000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
then 
(16) If aircraft position is from 150° to 160° radial of Denver TACAN 
then 
a) If aircraft if within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then altitude 
ground and L 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then if 
aircraft is > 39O36' latitude then altitude 2 7500 MSL and 
- < 11000 MSL else altitude 1 8000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 8000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
d) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 10000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
(17) If aircraft position is 160° to 170° radial of Denver TACAN then 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then altitude 2 
ground and 5 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then if 
aircraft is > 39O36' latitude then altitude 2 7500 MSL and - < 11000 MSL else altitude 2 8000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 8000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
d) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 10000 MSL and 11000 MSL. 
(18) If aircraft position is from 170° to 180° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then altitude 2 
ground and 5 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then if 
aircraft is > 39O36' latitude then altitude 2 7500 MSL and 
- < 11000 MSL else altitude 2 8000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
then 
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c) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then 
d) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 8000 MSL and 
altitude 2 10000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
11000 MSL. 
(19) If aircraft position is from 180° to 190° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then altitude 2 
ground and 5 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then if 
aircraft is < 104°59' longitude then altitude 2 7500 MSL 
and 5 11000 MSC else altitude 
c) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 8000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
d) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 10000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
then 
7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
(20) If aircraft position is from 190° to 200° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then if aircraft 
is < 104O59' longitude then altitude 2 ground and 5 11000 
MSL else altitude 2 7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then if 
aircraft is < 104O59' longitude then altitude 2 7500 MSL 
and < 11000 -MSL else if aircraft is . 104O59' longitude and 
>39O36' latitude then altitude > 7000 MSL and L 11000 MSL 
else altitude 2 8000 MSL and 2 11005 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME from Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 8000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
d) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 210000 MSL and L 11000 MSL. 
then 
(21) If aircraft position is from 200° to 210° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then if aircraft 
is < 39O42' latitude and > 104O59' longitude then 
altitude > 7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL else altitude 1 ground 
and 11005 MSL. 
b )  If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 8000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
d) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN and 
aircraft is 5 105O11' then altitude 2 10000 MSL and L 11000 
MSL . 
then 
(22) If aircraft position is from 210° to 220° radial of the Denver 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then if aircraft 
is < 39O42' latitude then altitude 2 7000 MSL and - < 11000 
MSL else altitude 2 ground and 5 11000 MSL. 
TACAN then 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN and 
aircraft is < 105°11' longitude then altitude 2 8000 MSL 
and 5 11000 MSC. 
d) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN and 
aircraft is 105°11' longitude then altitude 10000 MSL 
and s 11000 MSL. 
(23) If aircraft position is from 220° to 230° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then if aircraft 
is > 39O42' latitude then altitude L ground and 5 11000 MSL 
else altitude 1 7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 7000 MSL and 
c) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN and 1. 
10So11' longitude then altitude 2 8000 MSL and - < 11000 MSL. 
then 
11000 MSL. 
(24) If aircraft position is from 230° to 270° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then altitude 2 
ground and 5 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 1. 7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
c )  If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN and 2 
10SO1l' longitude then altitude 8000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
then 
(25) If aircraft position is from 270° to 280° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then if aircraft 
is > 39O49' latitude then altitude 7000 MSL and 5 11000 
MSL else altitude 2 ground and 5 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 7000 MSL and s 11000 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN and 5 
105°11' longitude then altitude 2 8000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
then 
( 2 6 )  If aircraft position is from 280° to 290° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then if aircraft 
is > 39O49' latitude and > 104O57' longitude then 
altitude > 7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL else altitude 2 ground 
and 5 llOO?i MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN and 
altitude L 7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN and 2 
104O57' longitude then altitude 2 8000 MSL and < 11000 MSL. 
d) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN and 
then 
105°11' longitude then altitude 2 10000 MSL and 1. 11000 
MSL . 
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(27) If aircraft position is from 290° to 300° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then if aircraft - < 104O57' longitude then altitude 2 ground and 5 11000 MSL 
else altitude 1. 7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude > 7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 1. 8000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
d) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN and 5 
10So11' longitude then altitude 1. 10000 MSL and 5 11000 
MSL . 
then 
(28)  If aircraft position is from 300° to 320° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then if aircraft 
is < 104O57' longitude then altitude 1 ground and 5 11000 
MSL else altitude 2 7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 8000 MSL and 11000 MSL. 
d) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 1. 10000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
then 
(29) If aircraft position is from 320° to 330° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then altitude 2 
ground and 5 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 1. 7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then if 
aircraft is < 104O57' longitude then altitude 7000 MSL 
and 5 11000 MSC else altitude L 8000 MSL and 
d) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 2 10000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
then 
11000 MSL. 
(30) If aircraft position is from 330° to 340° radial of Denver TACAN 
a) If aircraft is within 7 DME of Denver TACAN then altitude 2 
ground and 5 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 7 DME to 10 DME of Denver TACAN then if 
aircraft is < 104O54' longitude then altitude 2 ground and 
- < 11000 MSL else altitude 2 7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
c )  If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then if 
aircraft is < 104O57' longitude then altitude 7000 MSL 
and 5 11000 MSL else altitude L 8000 MSL and 
d) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 
then 
11000 MSL. 
10000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
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(31) If aircraft position is from 340° to 350° radial of Denver TACAN 
then 
a) If aircraft is within 10 DME of Denver TACAN then altitude 
ground and s 11000 MSL. 
b) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then 
altitude 1. 7000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
c) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then if 
aircraft is < 104O56' longitude then altitude 1. 9000 MSL 
and - < 11000 MSZ else altitude 2 10000 MSL and 5 11000 MSL. 
(32) If aircraft position is from 350° to 360° radial of Denver TACAN 
then 
a) If aircraft is within 10 DME of Denver TACAN then altitude 2 
b) If aircraft is from 10 DME to 16 DME of Denver TACAN then 
c) If aircraft is from 16 DME to 20 DME of Denver TACAN then 
ground and 5 11000 MSL. 
altitude 1. 7000 MSL and 11000 MSL. 
altitude 1. 9000 MSL and 1. 11000 MSL. 
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TERRAIN AVOIDANCE (IN CLOSE PROXIMITY OF DENVER AIRPORT) 
I 
(Terrain avoidance is for aircraft within 2 1 / 2  NM from centerline of RWY 
26L and RWY 35R and within 10 NM of both ends of RWY 26L and RWY 35R.) 
( 1 )  If aircraft position is < 105°07'30'' longitude and 2 104O38' 
longitude and - < 39O48' latituze and 2 39O43' latitude then: 
(a) If aircraft is < 3 NM from 39O43' latitude and 105O08' 
( b )  If aircraft is < 3 NM from 39°47'30" latitude and 105O01 
(c) If aircraft is NM from 39O45' latitude and 105°00' 
(d) If aircraft is < 3 NM from 39O50' latitude and 104O57' 
(e) If aircraft is < 3 NM from 39'49' latitude and 104O56' 
(f) If aircraft is < 3 NM from 39O47' latitude and 104O56' 
(g) If aircraft is < 3 NM from 39O45' latitude and 104O59' 
(h) If aircraft is 3 NM from 39O44' latitude and 104O42' 
longitude then altztude 2 6900 MSL else 
longitude then altztude ,6600 MSL else 
longitude then altitude 2 6900 MSL else 
longitude then altTtude 2 6600 MSL else 
longitude then altztude 6500 MSL else 
longitude then altztude 6600 MSL else 
longitude then altztude 7000 MSL else 
longitude then altitude 2 6900 MSL else altitude ground. 
( 2 )  If aircraft position is 5 39'54' latitude and 39O36' latitude 
and 104O56' longitude and 2 104O49' longitude then: 
(a) If aircraft is < 3 NM from 39O48' latitude and 104O56' 
longitude then altitude > 6500 MSL else 
(b) If aircraft is < 3 %l from 39O54' latitude and 104O54' 
longitude then altitude 6600 MSL else 
(c) If aircraft is < 3 NM from 39O57' latitude and 104°51' 
longitude then altitude 2 6400 MSL else 
( d )  If aircraft is < 3 NM from 39O40' latitude and 104O53' 
longitude then altTtude 2 6900 MSL else 
(e) If aircraft is < 3 NM from 39O39' latitude and 104O53' 
longitude then altitude 1, 6800 MSL else 
(f) If aircraft is < 3 NM from 39O38' latitude and 104O54' 
longitude then altitude > 7000 MSL else 
(g) If aircraft is < 3 from 39O37' latitude and 104O53' 
longitude then altTtude 1, 6900 MSL else 
(h) If aircraft is < 3 NM from 39O40'30" latitude and 104O56' 
longitude then altitude 2 6800 MSL else 
(i) If aircraft is 3 NM from 39O39' latitude and 104O49' 
longitude then altitude 1, 7100 MSL else altitude 1, ground. 
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'Ibis aFpenlix lists the attrihtes relevant for airfield and route 
selecticn. Also included, are the aFplicability of ea& attrihte for the 
-le of airfields used in the Diverter demnstmtion and the weights 
assigned to ea& attritute. 
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DIVERTER 
KEY TO DATA BASE AND WEIGHTING FACTORS 
o For the data bases: 
If the block is blank, we have not yet determined how to assign 
weighting factors, or it is not a factor for a diversion. 
0 Indicates that the particular factor will not have an impact on 
DIVERTER'S recommendations. 
X Indicates that the factor will be a factor in DIVERTER'S 
recommendation. 
o For weighting factors: 
- Indicates that any of the assigned numbers in the stipulated range 
can be assigned ( e.g., for a 1 -10 from 1 to 10 can be assigned) 
/ For yes/no questions, a yes answer receives the higher value 
(e.g., OPERATE > MIN ENROUTE ALTITUDE? 1/10. If yes the assigned 
value = 10, if no the assigned value is 1). Also, where three 
specific numbers have been stipulated (e.g., 1/5/10) only one of 
the three numbers can be assigned. 
o Any issue under safety factors or NOTAMS which is assigned a value of 
1, eliminates that airfield from consideration. 
o An assigned value of 1 for severe turbulence under passenger comfort 
eliminates the airfield from consideration. 
o Weighting factors for destination selection: 
Safety = 10 
Airfield Status/Facilities = 10 
Economy = 6  
Schedule = 5  
Passenger Comfort = 4  
o Weighting factors for route selection: 
Safety 
Routing 
Schedule/Economy 
Passenger Comfort 
= 10 
= 7  
= 6  
= 4  
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OPERATIONAL PRIORITIES (GLOBAL) (Page 1 of 2) 
1. SAFETY 
Weather 
Crew Duty Time 
Air Traffic 
A/C Operations 
A/C Maintenance Status 
2. AIRFIELD 
NOTAMS 
Airfield Conditions 
Navigation Aids Status 
Communications Status 
Special Operating Hours 
Parking Space Availability 
Maintenance Availability 
Facilities 
Fire and Emergency Equipment 
Suitable Stairs 
Power Cart Availability 
Relief Crew Availability 
Transportation to Passenger Destination 
Hotel Accommodations 
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OPERATIONAL PRIORITIES (GLOBAL) (Page 2 of 2) 
3. PASSENGER COMFORT 
Pressurization Control 
Weather (turbulence) 
A/C Maneuvering 
4. SCHEDULE 
ATC Enroute Vectors and Holding 
Delay in Terminal Area 
ATC Gate Taxi Delays 
A/C Turn Around Time 
Departure Delays (ATC Clearances/Traff,:) From New Dest-nation 
Wind Effects 
5. ECONOMY 
Fue 1 
Landing Fees 
Maintenance 
Crew 
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WEATHER MINIMUMS 
CREW DUTY TIME 
AIR TRAFFIC 
ENROUTE 
APPROACH 
RUNWAY 
AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS 
SAFETY FACTORS (0THF.R THAN N0TAMS)DATABASE 
ALS PUB SAF FMN ABQ DEN GJT 
AIRSPEED LIMITS 
SEVERE TURBULENCE 
STRUCTURAL LIMITS 
ICING CONDITIONS 
MEA 
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE 
MEL 
SAFETY WRITEUP 
0 0  X X X X X 
0 0  0 0 X 0 0 
o x  0 0 0 X 0 
0 0  0 X 0 X 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o x  0 0 0 0 0 
0 0  0 0 0 0 0 
o x  X 0 0 X 0 
0 0  0 0 0 0 0 
1 
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APPROACH MINIMUMS 
Below = 1 
Meets = 8 
Exceeds = 10 
SAFETY, FACTOR WEIGHTING (PaRe 1 of 2) 
ALS PUB SAF FMN ABQ DEN GJT 
i / a /  io i o i o  a a 1 a a 
CREW DUTY TIME (CDT) 4/6/10 
CDT + 30 - 60 minutes = 4 
CDT + C 30 minutes = 6  
Can Be Met = 10 
Some = 7 
None = 10 
CONFLICTING 
APPROACH TRAFFIC 
Some = 7 
None = 10 
7/ 10 
10 10 10 10 6 10 10 
10 7 10 10 10 7 10 
7/ LO 10 10 10 7 10 7 10 
CONFLICTING 
RUNWAY TRAFFIC 2/ t o  10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
Some = 2 
None = 10 
STAY WITHIN 
A I S  LIMITS 
NO SEVERE 
TURBULENCE 
1/ 10 
1/ 10 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
10 1 10 10 10 10 10 
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SAFETY FACTOR WEIGHTING (Pane 2 of 2) 
ALS PUB SAF FMN ABQ DEN GJT 
WITHIN 
STRUCTURAL LIMITATIONS 1/ 10 
ICING CONDITIONS 1 - 10 
Exceeds A/C parameters = 1 
Heavy = 2  
Moderat e * 5  
Light = 8  
None = 10 
8 10 2 5 10 10 8 
OPERATE > MIN 
ENROUTE ALTITUDE 11 LO 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
REQ. A/C APP/LDG 
EQUIP OPER 1/51 10 10 5 5 10 10 5 10 
None = 1 
Some = 5 
All = 10 
I 
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AIRFIELD DATA BASE (NOTAMS) (Page 1 of 2) 
ALS PUB SAF FMN ABQ DEN GJT 
AIRFIELD CONDITIONS 
Runway 
Taxiway 
Lighting (night) 
Lighting (day, weather) 
NAVIGATION AIDS STATUS 
ILS (scheduled maintenance) 
VOR 
DME 
Market Beacon 
Approach Control Radar 
COMMUNICATIONS STATUS 
Approach Control  
Tower 
Ground Control 
x o x x o o x  
0 0 0 x 0 0 0  
o o o o o o x  
o o x x o o x  
0 0 x 0 0 0 0  
o x o x o o o  
o o o x x o x  
x o x o o o o  
x o o o o o o  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 x 0 0 0  
AIRFIELD DATA BASE (FACILITIES) (Page 2 of 2)  
ALS PUB SAF FMN ABQ DEN GJT 
SPECIAL OPERATING HOURS 
Airfield Closures o o o x o o x  
PARKING SPACE 
MAINTENANCE 
FACILITIES 
FIRE AND EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT 
SUITABLE STAIRS 
POWER CART 
RELIEF CREW 
PASSENGER TRANSPOXTATION 
HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
x o x o o o o  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
x x x x x o x  
x x x x o o x  
x x x x o o x  
x x x x o o x  
X X 0 X 0 0 0 
c-9 
AIRFIELD WEIGHTING FACTORS (NOTAMS) (Page 1 of 3) 
ALS PUB SAF FMN ABQ DEN GJT 
AIRFIELD CONDITIONS 
LENGTH OF OPEN RUNWAY 1 - 10 10 10 8 10 10 10 10 
< 5,000' = 1 
5,000' = 5 
6,000' = 6 
7,000' = 8 
> 8,000' = 10 
RUNWAY CLOSED/OPEN 1/10 10 10 10 10 10 10 1 
RUNWAY CONDITION 1 - 10 10 10 7 5 10 10 10 
Ice = 1  
Slush = 5  
Wet or Snow = 7 
Dry = 10 
TAXIWAY 
Open to gate 2/ 10 10 10 10 2 10 10 10 
GATE AVAILABILITY 
Not Available = 2 2-10 
Available after 
30 min = 4  
Remote stairs 
available = 5  
Ava i lab 1 e 
< 30 minutes = 6 
Available = 10 
LIGHT (NIGHT) 2/ 10 
LIGHT (day or weather) 2/10 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
10 10 10 10 10 10 2 
10 10 10 10 10 10 2 
c-10 
AIRFIELD WEIGHTING FACTORS (PaRe 2 of 3 )  
ALS PUB SAT FMN ABQ DEN G J T  
NAVIGATION AIDS STATUS 
INSTRUMENT APPROACH AIDS OK 1 - 10 10 7 1 5 8 10 6 
( weather ) 
i t  
5 =  
6 1  
7 =  
a =  
10 = 
ILS & VOR out 
ILS, DME, & marker beacon out 
ILS & marker beacon out 
DME out 
Marker beacon out 
All operational 
APPROACH CONTROL RADAR OK 5 /  10 
COMMUNICATIONS STATUS 
APPROACH CONTROL COMM OK 
TOWER COMM OK 
GROUND CONTROL COMM OK 
5 10 5 10 10 10 10 
5 /  10 5 10 10 10 10 10 10 
~~ 
5 /  10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
5 /  10 10 10 10 5 10 10 10 
SPECIAL OPERATING HOURS 
Closed ETA +- 60 minutes = 1  
Closed ETA +- 30 minutes = 4  
Closed ETA +- 10 minutes = 6  
Closed at ETA + 0 to 10 
minutes = 9  
No special operating hours = 10 
PARKING SPACE AVAILABLE 41 a a a a a a a a  
c-11 
AIRFIELD WEIGHTING FACTORS (Page 3 of 3 )  
FACILITIES 
ALS PUB SAF FMN ABQ DEN GJT 
MAINTENANCEIPARTS 21417 2 4 4 4 4 7 4  
None = 2  
Non-company = 4  
Company 1 7  
FIRE AND EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT 1 1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
SUITABLE STAIRS 218 2 8 2 8 8 8 8  
~~ 
POWER CART AVAILABLE 214 4 4 4 4 4 4 4  
RELIEF CREW AVAILABLE 
(If req.) 4 /  6 4 4 4 4 6 6 4  
TRANSPORTATION 
DESTINATION 
Surf ace 
Other 
Company Air 
~ ~~ 
TO PASSENGER 2 / 4 / 7  2 4 4 4 7 7 4  
= 2  
= 4  
= 7  
HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS 
AVAILABLE 
IF > 6 HOUR LAYOVER 
3/ 7 1 1 
3 3 7  3 7 7 7 
c-12 
PASSENGER COMFORT DATA BASE 
CABIN ALTITUDE RATE OF DESCENT 
TURBULENCE 
MANEUVERING 
ALS PUB SAF FMN ABQ DEN GJT 
x x o o o o o  
o x o o o x x  
x o o o o o o  
C-13 
CABIN ALTITUDE RATE 
OF DESCENT 
> 2,00O'/min 
500 - 2,00O'/min 
< 500'/min 
PASSENGER COMFORT WEIGHTING 
ALS PUB SAF FMN ABQ DEN GJT 
1/3/4 1 3 4 4 4 4 4  
- 1  
= 3  
= 4  
TURBULENCE 1 - 4  4 1 4 4 4 3 3  
Severe 
Moderate 
Light  
None 
MANEUVERING 
= 1  
- 2  
3 3  
= 4  
Gs 
1G +- .7G 
1G +-.2 to -.7G 
1G +-.1 to -.2G 
< 1G 
Bank Angle 
1 - 4  1 4 4 4 4 4 4  
= 1  
- 2  
= 3  
= 4  
3/4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4  
30-60 degree bank 
< 30 degree bank 
- 3  
= 4  
No large power changes 
required 214 2 4 4 4 4 4 4  
C-14 
SCHEDULE FACTORS DATA BASE 
ATC ENROUTE VECTORS/ 
DIVERSIONS/HOLDING 
DELAY IN 
ATC TAXI 
A/C TURN 
TERMINAL AREA 
DELAYS TO GATE 
AROUND TIME AT GATE 
ALS PUB SAF FMN ABQ DEN GJT 
0 0 0 0 0 x 0  
~ -~ 
o x o o x o o  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
x o x x o o o  
DFT. DELAYS - ATC 
CLEARANCES/TRAFFIC 0 0 0 0 0 x 0  
ENROUTE WIND TO NEW DESTINATION 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
C-15 
SCHEDULE FACTOR WEIGHTING (Pane 1 of 2) 
ALS PUB SA3 FMN ABQ DEN GJT 
ATC ENROUTE vECTORs/HOLDING 1/3/5 5 5 5 5 5 3 5  
> 20 minutes 3 1  
10 - 20 minutes = 3 
0 - 10 minutes = 5 
DELAY IN TERMINAL AREA 1/4/5 5 1 5 5 4 5 5  
> 30 minutes = 1  
10 - 30 minutes = 4 
0 - 10 minutes = 5 
ATC GATE TAXI DELAYS 1/3/5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5  
> 15 minutes = 1  
1 - 15 minutes = 3 
0 minutes ~ = 5  
A/C TURN AROUND TIME 
> 60 minutes = 1  
30 - 60 minutes = 3 
< 30 minutes = 4  
None - 5  
1 - 5  1 5 3 3 5 5 5  
DEPARTURE DELAYS FROM NEW 2 - 5  5 5 5 5 5 4 5  
DEST ( ATC CLEARANCES / TRAFFIC ) 
> 30 minutes = 2  
10 - 30 minutes = 3 
< 10 minutes = 4  
None = 5  
C-16 
I 
SCHEDULE FACTOR WEIGHTING (Page 2 of 2 1  
WIND EFFECTS 
> - 9  = I  - 60 to - 90 2 - 30 to - 60 = 3 
> - 30 = 4  
None = 5  
FUEL USE 
ALS PUB SAP FMN ABQ DEN GJT 
1 - 5  5 5 5 5 5 5 5  
ECONOMY FACTORS DATA BASE 
ALS PUB SAF FMN ABQ DEN GJT 
o o x x x o x  
LANDING FEES 
MAINTENANCE 
CREW COST 
~ 
x x x o x x o  
x x x x x o x  
o o x x x x x  
ECONOMY FACTOR WEIGHTING 
ALS PUB SAF FMN ABQ DEN GJT 
FUEL USE BASED ON DISTANCE/ 1 - 6 6 6 5 5  1 6 5 
ENROUTE TRAFFIC DELAYS 
(to diversion point + next dest) 
> 5,000 pounds = 1  
2,000 - 5,000 pounds = 3 
1,000 - 2,000 pounds = 5 
< 1,000 pounds = 6  
C-17 
LANDING FEES 
> $500 = 2  
$100 - $500 - 4  
< 100 = 6  
SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE 
> $5000 = 1  
$1000 - $5000 = 4 
< $1000 = 6  
21416 4 4 4 6 2 2 6  
1 / 4 / 6  6 6 4 4 4 6 6  
UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE 21416 2 4 4 2 4 6 2  
None = 2  
Non-company = 4  
Company = 6  
CREW DUTY TIME 31516 6 6 3 5 3 5 5  
More than 30 minutes > original 
10 - 30 minutes > than original 
Equal to original destination 
10 - 30 minutes < than original 
= 1  
0 3  
= 5  
1 6  
C-18 
SAFETY 
WEATHER 
PROPOSED ALTERNATE ROUTE SELECTION FACTORS DATA BASE 
1 2 3 4 5 
X X X X 0 
AIR TRAFFIC 
A/C OPERATIONS 
A/C MAINTENANCE STATUS 
PASSENGER COMFORT 
CABIN ALTITUDE DESCENT RATE 
TURBULENCE 
MANEUVERING 
SCHEDULE/ECONOMY 
ATC ENROUTE VECTORING/HOLDING 
WIND 
MEETING SLOT TIME 
ROUTE + APPROACH DESCENT DISTANCE 
X X X X X 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 X X X 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 X X 0 0 
0 X X 0 0 
0 0 X 0 0 
X 0 0 0 0 
0 X X x x 
0 0 X X X 
c-19 
PROPOSED ALTERNATE ROUTE SELECTION FACTORS DATA BASE 
1 2 3 4 5 
ROUTING 
APPROACH PROFILE 0 X X X X 
RESTRICTED AREAS X X X X X 
MILITARY OPERATION AREAS 
~ 
0 
TERRAIN/OBSTACLES 0 0 0 0 0 
TERMINAL CONTROL AREA X 0 0 0 X 
ALTITUDE/ROUTE RESTRICTIONS 
c-20 
ROUTE SELECTION WEIGHTING (Sheet 1 of 4 )  
1 2 3 4 5 
ENROUTE WEATHER 1 - 10 7 5 7 10 7 
Severe = 1  
Moderat e = 5  
Light = ?  
None =10 
No Enroute Traffic 
Conflicts 6/ 10 10 10 6 10 10 
No Approach Traffic 
Conflicts 6 /  10 10 10 10 LO 6 
Cbnflicting Runway 
Traffic 7 /  10 7 7 10 7 10 
AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS 
Stays within A/S limits 1/10 
Within A / C  i c i n g  
parameters 1/10 
10 10 10 10 10 
10 10 10 10 10 
Operates above MEA 1/10 
~~ ~ ~ 
10 10 10 10 10 
A/C MAINTENANCE STATUS 1/6/10 10 10 6 6 6 
Causes route to be unsafe = l  
Causes some problems with route =I 6 
Does not affect route -10 
c-21 
ROUTE SELECTION WEIGHTING (Sheet 2 of 4 2  
1 2 3 4 5 
PASSENGER COMFORT 
CABIN ALTITUDE DESCENT RATE 1 / 3 / 4  4 4 4 4 4 
TURBULENCE 1 - 4  4 3 1 4 4 
Severe 
Moderate 
Light 
None 
MANEUVERING 
= l  
= 2  
3 3  
= 4  
Gs 1 - 4  
1G +- .7G 3 1  
1G +- . 2  to - .7G = 2  
1G +- .1 to - .2G = 3  
< 1G = 4  
4 3 3 4 4 
Bank angle 3 / 4  4 4 4 4 4 
30 - 60 degree bank 1 3  
< 30 degree bank angle = 4  
SCHEDULE/ECONOMY 
ATC ENROUTE VECTORING/ 
HOLDING / DELAYS 
> 40 minutes 
20 - 40 minutes 
< 20 minutes 
1 / 3 / 5  5 5 3 5 5 
= 1  
= 3  
= 5  
c- 22 
ROUTE SELECTION WEIGHTING (Sheet 3 of 4 )  
I 
1 2 3 4 5 
WIND EFFECTS ON COST 11315 5 5 5 5 3 
Original cost + > $200 
Original cost + < $200 
< original destination costs = 5  
= l  
- 3  
MEETING SLOT TIME 3J415 
+- 5 minutes 
+- 2 minutes 
+- 5 seconds 
= 3  
= 4  
= 5  
ROUTE + APPROACH DESCENT 31415 
DISTANCE 
> 50 additional miles = 3  
= shortest + up to 50 miles = 4  
< shortest = 5  
ROUTING 
INSTRUMENT APPROACH PROFILE 21416 
Entire instrument appraoch = 2  
Procedure turdtrack - 4  
Enroute descent to straight in = 6 
RESTRICTED AREGS 31415 
Additional time > 5 minutes = 3  
Additional time < 5 minutes = 4  
No additional time required = 5  
5 4 4 4 3 
5 5 3 3 3 
6 4 4 4 4 
4 4 3 4 4 
C-23 
ROUTE SELECTION WEIGHTING (Sheet 4 of 4.)- 
1 2 3 4 5 
MILITARY OPERATION AREAS 31415 5 4 5 5 5 
Additional time > 5 minutes 
Additional time < 5 minutes 
No additional time required 
NO CLIMB REQUIRED FOR 
TERRAIN/OBSTACLE CONFLICTS 
NON-EMERGENCY 
EMERGENCY 
= 3  
= 4  
= 5  
61 10 
1/10 
10 10 10 10 10 
~ ~ 
10 10 10 10 10 
TERMINAL CONTROL AREA 21416 
ALTITUDE/ROUTE RESTRICTIONS 
No descent until 5-10 min out = 2 
No descent until 2-5 min out = 4 
Descent unrestricted - 6  
4 6 6 6 2 
C-24 
SAFETY 
WEATHER 
AIR TRAFFIC 
DIVERSION FOR LOSS OF PRESSURIZATION 
PROPOSED ALTERNATE ROUTE SELECTION FACTORS DATA BASE 
A/C OPERATIONS 
A/C MAINTENANCE STATUS 
PASSENGER COMFORT 
CABIN ALTITUDE DESCENT RATE 
TURBULENCE 
MANEUVERING 
SCHEDULE/ECONOMY 
ATC ENROUTE VECTORING/HOLDING 
WIND 
MEETING SLOT TIME 
ROUTE + APPROACH DESCENT DISTANCE 
1 2 3 4 
X X X 0 
X X X X 
X 0 0 0 
X 0 X X 
X X X X 
0 X X 0 
~~~ 
0 X X 0 
0 0 X 0 
0 0 0 X 
X 0 0 X 
X 0 X X 
C- 25 
PROPOSED ALTERNATE ROUTE SELECTION FACTORS DATA BASE 
ROUTING 
APPROACH PROFILE 
RESTRICTED AREAS 
MILITARY OPERATION AREAS 
TERRAIN/OBSTACLES 
TERMINAL CONTROL AREA 
ALTITUDE/ROUTE RESTRICTIONS 
1 2 3 4 
0 X X X 
X X X X 
0 X 0 0 
X 0 0 0 
X 0 0 0 
C-2 6 
ROUTE SELECTION WEIGHTING (Sheet 1 of 4 )  
1 2 3 4 
SAFETY 
ENROUTE WEATHER 1 - 10 7 1 1 7 
Severe = 1  
Moderate = 5  
Light = 7  
None =10 
No Enroute Traffic 
Conflicts 61 10 10 10 6 10 
No Approach Traffic 
Conflicts 61 10 10 10 10 6 
Conflicting Runway 
Traffic 7/ 10 7 7 10 7 
AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS 
Stays within A/S limits 1/10 
Within A/C icing 
parameters 11 LO 
10 10 10 10 
10 10 10 10 
Operates above MEA I/ 10 1 10 10 10 
A/C MAINTENANCE STATUS 1/61 10 1 10 6 6 
Causes route to be unsafe 3 1  
Causes some problems with route = 6 
Does not affect route =10 
C-27 
PASSENGER COMFORT 
ROUTE SELECTION WEIGHTING (Sheet 2 of 4) 
1 2 3 4 
CABIN ALTITUDE DESCENT RATE 1/3/4 1 1 1 1 
> 2,OOO'/min 
500 - 2,00O'/min 
< 500'/min 
= 1  
= 3  
= 4  
TURBULENCE 1 - 4  
Severe 
Moderate 
Light 
None 
MANEWERING 
= 1  
= 2  
- 3  
= 4  
Gs 1 - 4  
1G +- .7G = 1  
1G +- .2 to - .7G - 2  
1G +- .1 to - .2G = 3  
< 1G = 4  
Bank angle 3/4 
30 - 60 degree bank = 3  
< 30 degree bank angle - 4  
SCHEDULE/ECONOMY 
ATC ENROUTE VECTORING/ 
HOLDING/DELAYS 
> 40 minutes 
20 - 40 minutes 
< 20 minutes 
~ ~~ 
3 1 2 3 
4 4 4 4 
4 4 4 4 
I 
1/3/5 5 5 3 \  5 
= 1  
= 3  
= 5  
C-2 8 
1 
ROUTE SELECTION WEIGHTING (Sheet 3 of 4 )  
1 2 3 4 
I 
WIND EFFECTS ON COST 1 / 3 / 5  
Original cost + > $200 
Original cost t < $200 
= 1  
= 3  
= 5 < original destination costs 
MEETING SLOT TIME 3 / 4 / 5  
+- 5 minutes 
+- 2 minutes 
+- 5 seconds 
= 3  
= 4  
= 5  
ROUTE + APPROACH DESCENT 3 / 4 / 5  
DISTANCE 
> 50 additional miles = 3  
< shortest = 5  
= shortest + up to 50 miles = 4 
ROUTING 
INSTRUMENT APPROACH PROFILE 2/ 4 /  6 
Entire instrument appraoch = 2  
Procedure turdtrack = 4  
Enroute descent to straight in = 6 
5 5 5 3 
4 5 5 4 
4 5 3 3 
6 4 4 4 
RESTRICTED AREAS 31415 4 4 3 4 
Additional time > 5 minutes = 3  
Additional time < 5 minutes = 4  
No additional time required = s  
t 
I 
C-29 
ROUTE SELECTION WEIGHTING (Sheet 4 of 4) 
1 2 3 4 
MILITARY OPERATION AREAS 31415 5 4 5 5 
Additional time > 5 minutes - 3  
Additional time < 5 minutes = 4  
No additional time required = 5  
NO CLIMB REQUIRED FOR 
TERRAIN/OBSTACLE CONFLICTS 
NON-EMERGENCY 61 10 6 10 10 10 
EMERGENCY 11 10 1 10 10 10 
TERMINAL CONTROL AREA 21416 4 6 6 6 
ALTITUDE/ROUTE RESTRICTIONS 
No descent until 5-10 min out = 2 
No descent until 2 - 5 min out = 4 
Descent unrestricted = 6  
C-30 
I 
SAFETY 
DIVERSION FOR LOSS OF ENGINE POWER 
PROPOSED ALTERNATE ROUTE SELECTION FACTORS DATA BASE 
1 2 3 4 5 
WEATHER 
AIR TRAFFIC 
A/C OPERATIONS 
A/C MAINTENANCE STATUS 
PASSENGER COMFORT 
CABIN ALTITUDE DESCENT RATE 
TURBULENCE 
MANEWERING 
SCHEDULE/ECONOMY 
t 
ATC ENROUTE VECTORING/HOLDING 
WIND 
MEETING SLOT TIME 
ROUTE + APPROACH DESCENT DISTANCE 
X X X X X 
0 0 0 0 0 
X X X X X 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 X X X 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 X 0 0 
0 0 0 X 0 
X X X X 0 
X X X X 0 
C-31 
PROPOSED ALTERNATE ROUTE SELECTION FACTORS DATA BASE 
ROUTING 
APPROACH PROFILE 
RESTRICTED AREAS 
MILITARY OPERATION AREAS 
TERRAIN/OBSTACLES 
TERMINAL CONTROL AREA 
ALTITUDE/ROUTE RESTRICTIONS 
1 2 3 4 5 
X X X X 0 
X X X X 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
X X X 0 X 
C-32 
ROUTE SELECTION WEIGHTING (Sheet 1 of 4) 
1 2 3 4 5 
SAFETY 
ENROUTE WEATHER 1 - 10 7 5 1 7 10 
Severe = 1  
Moderate 1 5  
Light = 7  
None =10 
No Enroute Traffic Conflicts 6/10 10 10 6 10 10 
No Approach Traffic Conflicts 6/ 10 
~~ ~ 
10 LO 10 LO 6 
Conflicting Runway Traffic 71 10 7 7 10 7 10 
AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS 
Stays within A/S 
Within A/C icing 
limits 1/ 10 
parameters t /  10 
10 10 10 10 10 
10 10 10 10 10 
Operates above MEA 1/ 10 10 10 10 10 10 
A / C  MAINTENANCE STATUS 1/6/10 6 6 6 6 6 
Causes route to be unsafe 
Causes some problems with 
Does not affect route 
= 1  
route = 6 
=10 
c-33 
~ 
ROUTE SELECTION WEIGHTING (Sheet 2 of 4 )  
1 2 3 4 5 
PASSENGER COMFORT 
CABIN ALTITUDE DESCENT RATE 
> 2,00O'/min 
500 - 2,00O'/min 
< 500'1min 
TURBULENCE 
Severe 
Moderate 
Light 
None 
MANEWERING 
Gs 
1G +- .7G 
1G +- .2 to - .7G 
1G +- . 1  to - .2G 
< 1G 
Bank angle 
30 - 60 degree bank 
< 30 degree bank angle 
SCHEDULE/ECONOMY 
ATC ENROUTE VECTORING/ 
HOLDING/ DELAYS 
> 40 minutes 
20 - 40 minutss 
< 20 minutes 
1 / 3 / 4  
= 1  
- 3  
= 4  
1 - 4  
= 1  
= 2  
3 3  
- 4  
1 - 4  
= 1  
= 2  
= 3  
= 4  
3 / 4  
= 3  
= 4  
11315 
= l  
- 3  
- 5  
4 4 4 4 4 
3 2 1 3 4 
4 4 4 4 4 
4 4 4 4 4 
5 5 3 5 5 
c-34 
ROUTE SELECTION WEIGHTING (Sheet 3 of 4 )  
1 2 3 4 5 
WIND EFFECTS ON COST 1/3/5 5 5 5 3 5 
Original cost + > $200 
Original cost + < $200 
3 1  
= 3  
f 5 < original destination costs 
MEETING SLOT TIME 
+- 5 minutes 
+- 2 minutes 
+- 5 seconds 
31415 3 4 4 4 5 
- 3  
= 4  
- 5  
ROUTE + APPROACH DESCENT 31415 
DISTANCE 
> 50 additional miles = 3  
= shortest + up to 50 miles = 4 
< shortest 
ROUTING 
INSTRUMENT APPROACH 
Entire instrument 
PROFILE 
appraoch 
Procedure turdtrack 
= 5  
3 3 3 3 5 
21 41 6 4 4 4 4 6 
= 2  
= 4  
Enroute descent to straight in = 6 
RESTRICTED AREAS 31415 
~~ 
4 4 3 4 5 
Additional time > 5 minutes = 3 
Additional time < 5 minutes = 4 
No additional time required = 5 
i 
c-35 
ROUTE SELECTION WEIGHTING (Sheet 4 of 4 )  
1 2 3 4 5 
MILITARY OPERATION AREAS 3 / 4 / 5  
Additional time > 5 minutes = 3 
Additional time < 5 minutes = 4 
No additional time required = 5 
NO CLIMB REQUIRED FOR 
TERRAIN/OBSTACLE CONFLICTS 
NON- EMERGENCY 
EMERGENCY 
6 /  10 
1/10 
TERMINAL CONTROL AREA 2 / 4 / 6  
ALTITUDE/ROUTE RESTRICTIONS 
No descent until 5-10 min out = 2 
No descent until 2 - 5 min out = 4 
Descent unrestricted = 6  
5 5 5 5 5 
10 10 10 10 10 
10 10 10 10 10 
2 4 4 6 4 
C-36 
NAVIGATION POINTS FOR DIVERTER 
INTERSECTIONS 
GOSIP 
SHREW 
BYSON 
KINGO 
JACOX 
GANDI 
ACREE 
PYNON 
MIDAY 
PETN 
RAMAH 
FRIHO 
AWASH 
BATTZ 
L O W  
RESER 
3738N 
10434W 
3910N 
10540W 
3922N 
10532W 
3757N 
10336W 
3929N 
10454W 
3945N 
10453W 
3852~ 
3831~ 
10604W 
10435W 
3834N 
10440W 
3841~ 
10440W 
3910N 
10401W 
3525N 
10640W 
3513N 
10659W 
3852~ 
ioaiaw 
ioa47w 
39 16N 
3654N 
10727W 
c-37 
POAKE 
BOBOW 
VIGIL 
CHILT 
SILOW 
ENGLE 
CURLY 
CABZO 
BRAZO 
TURLY 
NAMBE 
PEDRA 
ZIASE 
BLOOM 
STAXX 
ORWAY 
BLOKE 
COMBO 
3554N 
10600W 
3546N 
10607W 
3755N 
10427W 
3910N 
10505w 
3925N 
10501w 
3938N 
10456W 
3524N 
10708W 
3528N 
10714W 
3649N 
10639W 
3648N 
10747W 
3548N 
l060lW 
3526N 
10657W 
3529N 
10636W 
3749N 
10359W 
3759N 
10408W 
3816N 
10403W 
3725N 
10530W 
3525N 
10601W 
I 
C-38 
DANNE 3736N 
10600W 
AYNES 3821~ 
10414W 
ALS 003/17 3738N 
10542W 
ALS 322111 3731N 
10555W 
PUB i7a/io 3806~ 
10427W 
NAVIGATION AIDES (TACAN/VOR) 
MTJ 3830N 
10754W 
DRO 3709N 
10746W 
CIM 3630N 
10453W 
TBE 3716N 
10336W 
OTO 3504N 
10556W 
TXC 3932N 
10313W 
ABQ 3503N 
10648~ 
JNC 3904N 
ioa4aw 
TAS 3637N 
10554W 
cos 3857N 
io43aw 
FMN 3645N 
10806W 
ALS 3721N 
10549W 
c-39 
LAA 
HGO 
SAP 
PUB 
DEN 
IOC 
HBU 
AIRFIELDS 
KALS 
KABQ 
KDEN 
KFMN 
KGTJ 
KPUB 
KSAF 
3812N 
10242W 
3a49N 
10337W 
3533N 
10604W 
3818N 
10425W 
3953N 
10452W 
3926N 
10420W 
3828N 
10702W 
3726N 
10552W 
3512N 
10640W 
3946N 
10453W 
3644N 
10814W 
3907N 
ioa3iw 
3817N 
10430W 
3537N 
10605W 
c-4 0 
FROM 
LAX 
HEC 
EED 
DRK 
FMN 
ALS 
GOSIP 
PUE 
PYNON 
MIDAY 
PETEY 
DIVERTER ROUTES FOR WEATHER DIVERSION 
Basic Flight P l a n  - LAX to COS 
V I A  TO MH/DIST(NM) 
5-60 
5-6 
5-6 
5- 10 
3-44 
DIR 
V-83 
R-309 
R-309 
LOC 
ILS 
HEC 
EED 
DRK 
FMN 
ALS 
GOSIP 
PUB 
E'YNON 
MIDAY 
PETEY 
KCOS 
031185 
076198 
077199 
0451247 
0571 115 
041160 
358141 
3091 16 
30915.6 
34816.7 
34816.0 
579.3 
ALT 
FL290 
FL330 
FL330 
FL330 
FL330 
FL210 
18000 
14000 
10000 
9000 
6172 
C-4 1 
WEATHER DIVERT TO DENVER ROUTE 1 
FROM VIA TO MH/DIST( NM) ALT 
FL240 
17000 
10000 
7500 
5333 
ALS 
SHREW 
BYSON 
JACOX 
GANDI 
5-44 SHREW 3501 109 
3-44 BYSON 0331 17 
DIR JACOX 073124 
LOC GANDI 3511 15.9 
ILS DEN 35116.7 
163.6 
WEATHER DIVERT TO DENVER ROUTE 2 
R- 34 1 ACREE 341194 
s-10 SHREW 033122 
5-44 BYSON 0331 17 
D I R  JACOX 073124 
LOC GANDI 351115.9 
FL260 
FL2 10 
17000 
10000 
7500 
5333 
ALS 
ACREE 
SHREW 
BYSON 
JACOX 
GANDI KDEN ILS 35116.7 
179.6 
WEATRXR DIVERT TO DENVER ROUTE 3 
5-206 HBU 306188 
J- 10 ACREE 046155 
J- 10 SHREW 033122 
5-44 BYSON 0331 17 
DIR SACOX 073124 
LOC GANDI 3511 15.9 
FL3 10 
FL250 
FL2 10 
17000 
10000 
7500 
5333 
ALS 
HBU 
ACREE 
SHREW 
BYSON 
JACOX 
GANDI ILS KDEN 35116.7 
228.6 
WEATHER DIVERT TO DENVER ROUTE 4 
ALS 
LAA 
HGO 
RAMAH 
IOC 
JACOX 
GANDI 
3-102 LAA 0571 157 
5-168 HGO 298158 
5-168 RAMAEI 306127 
3-168 IOC 306123 
R-253 SACOX 253126.2 
LOC GANDI 3511 15.9 
FL330 
FL260 
FL180 
FL180 
10000 
7500 
5333 ILS KDEN 35116.7 
319.8 
WEATHER DIVERT TO DENVER ROUTE 5 
s- 102 LAA 057/ 157 
J- 168 HGO 298158 
3-168 RAMAH 306127 
3-168 IOC 3061 23 
R-286 GANDI 286131 
FL330 
FL260 
FL180 
FL180 
7500 
5333 
ALS 
LAA 
HGO 
RAMAH 
IOC 
GANDI ILS KDEN 351J6.7 
302.7 
C-4 2 
ALS 
FRIHO 
AWASH 
ABQ 
ALS 
HBU 
BATTZ 
JNC 
LOMMA 
ALS 
RESER 
FMN 
ALS 
TAS 
NAMBE 
SAF 
COMBO 
SAF 
ALS 
GOSIP 
VIGIL 
PUB 178110 
AYNES 
PUB 
WEATHER DIVERT TO ABQ 
J- 13 FRIHO 1871 121 
DIR AWASH 230120 
DIR ABQ 136116 
ILS KABQ 0741 10 
166 
WEATHER DIVERT TO GJT 
5-206 
V-484 
V-484 
V-187 
ILS 
HBU 306188 
BATTZ 280164 
JNC 280126 
L O W  341113 
KGJT 1121 16 
207 
WEATHER DIVERT TO FMN 
5-44IV-210 RESER 240184 
v-210 FMN 240/31 
ILS KFMN 25516 
181 
DIVERT FOR WEATHER TO KSAF 
v-a3 TAS 173145 
V-83 NAMBE 174149 
V-83 SAF 1741 15 
DIR COMBO 1521 13 
DIR SAF 33218 
DIR KSAF 33214.2 
134.2 
DIVERT FOR WEATHER TO KPUB 
v-83 GOSIP 061/60 
V-83 VIGIL 358/ 19 
v-83 PUB 178110 3581 12 
ARC AYNES VARI 20 
DIR PUB 2441 10 
DIR KPUB 24412.1 
123.1 
c-43 
FL310 
FL2 10 
10000 
5352 
FL310 
14000 
10000 
8000 
4858 
15000 
8000 
5503 
FL250 
11000 
9000 
9000 
7800 
6344 
FL180 
13000 
11000 
7000 
5500 
4726 
ALS 
ALS 003/17 
DANNE 
ALS 322111 
DIVERT FOR WEATHER TO KALS 
DIR ALS 003/17 0031 17 
ARC DANNE v u /  12 
DIR ALS 322111 142/6 
DIR KALS 14215.2 
40.2 
c-44 
15000 
10000 
9000 
7535 
Route 1 
FROM 
ALS 
HBU 
CHILT 
SILOW 
JACOX 
GANDI 
Route 2 
ALS 
GOSIP 
PUB 
IOC 
ENGLE 
GANDI 
Route 3 
ALS 
GOSIP 
PUB 
cos 
IOC 
ENGLE 
GANDI 
Route 4 
ALS 
GOSIP 
KINGO 
HGO 
IOC 
ENGLE 
GANDI 
DIVERT FOR PRESSURE LOSS TO DENVER 
VIA TO MHIDIST (NM) ALT 
V-484 HBU 326-276196 
v-95 CHILT 050199 
V-89 SILOW 005/15 
DIR JACOX 07316.8 
LOC GANDI 351115.9 
ILS KDEN 
V-83 GOSIP 
v- 19 PUB 
v-19 IOC 
DIR ENGLE 
LOC GANDI 
ILS KDEN 
v-a3 
V-83 
V-81 
V-83 
DIR 
LOC 
ILS 
v-210 
v-210 
V-169 
V-366 
DIR 
LOC 
ILS 
GOSIP 
PUB 
cos 
IOC 
ENGLE 
GANDI 
KDEN 
GOSIP 
KINGO 
HGO 
IOC 
ENGLE 
GANDI 
KDEN 
35216.2 
238.9 
061160 
358141 
351169 
275126 
35115.7 
35116.2 
207.9 
061/60 
358141 
333140 
012133 
275/26 
35115.7 
35116.2 
211.9 
061160 
058151 
347153 
3061 50 
275126 
351/5.7 
3511 6.2 
251.9 
c-4 5 
15000 
17000 
12000 
10000 
7500 
5333 
14000 
9000 
9000 
9000 
7500 
5333 
14000 
10000 
10000 
10000 
9000 
7500 
5333 
14000 
12000 
9000 
9000 
9000 
7500 
5333 
DIVERT FOR PRESSURE LOSS TO ABQ 
Route 1 
ALS 
FMN 
AWASH 
ABQ 
Route 2 
ALS 
TAS 
SAF 
AWASH 
ABQ 
Route 3 
ALS 
T M  
SAP 
CURLY 
AWASH 
ABQ 
v-210 FMN 2401 115 15000 
V-187 AWASH 1341 104 11000 
V-187 1361 16 8000 
ILS 07719.8 5352 
244.8 
V-83 TAS 173145 12000 
V-83 SAF 174164 11000 
DIR AWASH 238149 9000 
DIR ABQ 136116 8000 
ILS KABQ 07719.8 5352 
183.8 
V-83 TAS 173145 12000 
v-a3 SAT 174164 11000 
DIR CURLY 249151 9000 
v-187 AWASH 1361 10 9000 
V-187 ABQ 136116 8000 
ILS 07719.8 5 3 5-2 
195.8 
DIVERT FOR PRESSURE LOSS TO KGTJ 
Route 1 
ALS 
HBU 
MTJ 
JNC 
LOMMA 
Route 2 
ALS 
HBU 
JNC 
LOMMA 
v-484 HBU 326-276196 15000 
V-26 MTJ 261140 13000 
V-26 JNC 295154 11000 
V- 187 LOMMA 3411 13 9000 
ILS 
V-484 
V-484 
V-187 
ILS 
KGTJ 112117.1 4858 
220.1 
HBU 326-276196 15000 
JNC 280190 14000 
LOMMA 341113 9000 
KGTJ 112/ 17.1 4858 
216.1 
C-46 
Route 3 
ALS 
FMN 
JNC 
L O W  
Route 1 
ALS 
RESER 
FMN 
Route 2 
ALS 
HBU 
DRO 
TURLY 
FMN 
Route 3 
ALS 
BRAZO 
T l n U Y  
FMN 
Route 1 
ALS 
TAS 
NAMBE 
SAF 
COMBO 
SAF 
v-210 FMN 2401 115 
V-187 JNC 3331 142 
V-187 LOMMA 3411 13 
ILS KGTJ 112117.1 
287.1 
DIVERT FOR PRESSURE LOSS TO KFMN 
v-210 RESER 2401 84 
v-210 FMN 237131 
ILS KFMN 25615.9 
120.9 
V-484 HBU 326-276196 
V-95 DRO 190185 
DIR TURLY 170124 
V-368 FMN 2521 16 
ILS KFMN 25615.9 
226.9 
v-368 BRAZO 218151 
v-368 TURLY 252154 
V-368 FMN 2521 16 
ILS KFMN 25615.9 
126.9 
DIVERT FOR PRESSURE LOSS TO KSAF 
V-83 TAS 173145 
V-83 NAMBE 174149 
v-83 SAF 1741 15 
DIR COMBO 152/ 13 
DIR SAF 33218 
DIR KSAF 33214.2 
134.2 
15000 
15000 
9000 
4858 
15000 
9000 
5503 
15000 
17000 
10000 
9000 
5503 
13000 
13000 
9000 
5503 
12000 
11000 
9000 
9000 
7800 
6344 
c-47 
Route 2 
ALS 
FMN 
CABZO 
ZIASE 
SAF 
COMBO 
SAF 
Route 3 
ALS 
FMN 
PEDRA 
ZIASE 
SAY 
COMBO 
SAF 
v-210 
V-187 
V-62 
V-62 
DIR 
DIR 
DIR 
FMN 2401 115 15000 
CABZO 134188 11000 
ZIASE 075126 10000 
SAF 075127 9000 
COMBO 152113 9000 
SAF 33218 7800 
KSAF 33214.2 6344 
283.2 
V-368 FMN 219-2521121 13000 
V-68 PEDRA 114-152181 13000 
V-62 ZIASE 0751 17 10000 
V-62 SAF 075127 9000 
DIR COMBO 152113 9000 
DIR SAF 33218 7800 
DIR KSAF 33214.2 6344 
271.2 
DIVERT FOR PRESSURE LOSS TO KPUB 
Route 1 
ALS 
GOSIP 
VIGIL 
PUB 178/10 
AYNES 
PUB 
ALS 
ALS 003117 
DANNE 
ALS 322/11 
V-83 Gos IP 061/60 14000 
V-83 VIGIL 358/19 9000 
V-83 PUB 178110 358/ 12 7000 
ARC AYNES VARI 20 7000 
DIR PUB 244/ 10 5500 
DIR KPUB 24412.1 4726 
123.1 
DIVERT FOR PRESSURE LOSS TO KALS 
DIR ALS 003117 003/ 17 
DIR ALS 322/11 142/6 
ARC DANNE VARI 12 
DIR KALS 142/5.2 
40.2 
15000 
10000 
9000 
7535 
C-48 
DIVERTER ROUTES FOR ENGINE POWER LOSS 
R o u t e  1 
ALS 
HBU 
CHILT 
SILOW 
JACOX 
GANDI 
R o u t e  2 
ALS 
G O S I P  
PUB 
I O C  
ENGLE 
GANDI 
R o u t 8  3 
ALS 
G O S I P  
PUB 
cos 
I O C  
ENGLE 
GANDI 
R o u t e  4 
ALS 
G O S I P  
KINGO 
HGO 
I O C  
ENGLE 
GANDI 
R o u t e  5 
ALS 
JAGOX 
GANDI 
DIVERT TO DENVER 
V-484 HBU 
v-95 CHILT 
V-89 SILOW 
DIR JACOX 
LOC GANDI 
ILS KDEN 
V-83 G O S I P  
v-19 I O C  
D I R  ENGLE 
LOC GANDI 
ILS KDEN 
v- 19 PUB 
V-a3 
V-83 
V-81 
V-83 
D I R  
LOC 
ILS 
V-210 
v-210 
V-169 
V-366 
D I R  
LOC 
ILS 
D I R  
LOC 
ILS 
G O S I P  
PUB 
cos 
I O C  
ENGLE 
GANDI 
KDEN 
G O S I P  
KINGO 
HGO 
IOC 
ENGLE 
GANDI 
KDEN 
SACOX 
GANDI 
WEN 
c-49 
326-276196 
050199 
009 15 
07316.8 
35 11 15.9 
35116.2 
238.9 
061160 
358141 
351169 
2751 26 
35115.7 
35116.2 
207.9 
061160 
358141 
333140 
012133 
275126 
35115.7 
35116.2 
211.9 
061160 
058151 
347153 
306150 
275126 
351/5.7 
35116.2 
251.9 
0051 135 
3511 15.9 
35116.2 
157.1 
16000 
16000 
12000 
10000 
7500 
5333 
17000 
16000 
16000 
9000 
7500 
5333 
17000 
16000 
16000 
16000 
9000 
7500 
5333 
17000 
16000 
16000 
16000 
9000 
7500 
5333 
10000 
7500 
5333 
DIVERT TO ABQ 
R o u t e  1 
ALS 
FMN 
AWASH 
ABQ 
R o u t e  2 
ALS 
TAS 
SAF 
AWASH 
MQ 
R o u t e  3 
ALS 
TAS 
SAF 
CURLY 
AWASH 
ABQ 
v-210 
V-187 
V-187 
ILS 
V-83 
V-83 
D I R  
D I R  
I L S  
V-83 
V-83 
D I R  
V-187 
V-187 
I L S  
FMN 
AWASH 
ABQ 
KABQ 
TAS 
SAF 
AWASH 
ABQ 
WQ 
TAS 
SAF 
CURLY 
AWASH 
ABQ 
KABQ 
DIVERT TO KGTJ 
R o u t e  1 
ALS 
HBU 
MTJ 
JNC 
LOMMA 
R o u t e  2 
ALS 
HBU 
JNC 
LOMMA 
V-484 
V-26 
V-26 
V-187 
I L S  
V-484 
V-484 
I L S  
v-la7 
HBU 
MTJ 
JNC 
LOMMA 
KGT J 
2401 115 
1341104 
1361 16 
07719.8 
244. a 
173145 
1741 64 
238149 
136116 
07719.8 
183.8 
173/45 
174164 
249151 
136110 
136116 
07719. a 
195.8 
326-27619- 
261140 
295154 
341113 
112117.1 
220.1 
16000 
11000 
8000 
5352 
17000 
11000 
9000 
8000 
5352 
17000 
11000 
9000 
9000 
8000 
5352 
1 30 
16000 
11000 
9000 
4858 
HBU 326-276196 16000 
JNC 280190 16000 
KGTJ 112117.1 4858 
LOMMA 341/13 9000 
216.1 
C-50 
Route 3 
t 
ALS 
FMN 
JNC 
LOMMA 
Route 1 
ALS 
RESER 
FMN 
Route 2 
AL!3 
HBU 
DRO 
TURLY 
FMN 
Route 3 
ALS 
BRAZO 
TURLY 
FMN 
v-210 
V-187 
V-187 
ILS 
v-210 
v-210 
ILS 
V-484 
v-95 
DIR 
V-368 
ILS 
V-368 
V-368 
V-368 
ILS 
FMN 
JNC 
LOMMA 
KGTJ 
DIVERT TO KFMN 
RESER 
FMN 
KFMN 
HBU 
DRO 
TURLY 
FMN 
KFMN 
BRAZO 
TURLY 
FMN 
KFMN 
DIVERT TO KSAF 
Route 1 
ALS 
TAS 
NAMBE 
SAF 
COMBO 
SAF 
V-83 
v-83 
V-83 
DIR 
DIR 
DIR 
TAS 
NAMBE 
SAF 
COMBO 
SAF 
KSAF 
2401 115 16000 
3331 142 16000 
341113 9000 
112117.1 4858 
287.1 
240184 16000 
237131 9000 
25615.9 5503 
120.9 
326-276196 16000 
i901a5 16000 
2521 16 9000 
25615.9 5503 
170i24 10000 
226.9 
218151 16000 
252154 16000 
2521 16 9000 
25615.9 5503 
126.9 
173145 FL210 
174149 11000 
174115 9000 
1521 13 9000 
33218 7800 
33214.2 6344 
134.2 
C-5 1 
Route 2 
ALS 
FMN 
CABZO 
ZIASE 
SAF 
COMBO 
SAF 
Route 3 
ALS 
FMN 
PEDRA 
Z I M E  
SAF 
COMBO 
SAF 
v-210 
V-187 
V-62 
V-62 
DIR 
DIR 
DIR 
V-368 
V-68 
V-62 
V-62 
DIR 
DIR 
DIR 
FMN 2401 115 16000 
CABZO 134188 16000 
ZIASE 075126 10000 
SAF 075127 9000 
COMBO 152113 9000 
SAF 33218 7800 
KSAF 33214.2 6344 
283.2 
FMN 219-2521121 16000 
PEDRA 114-1521 81 16000 
ZIASE 0751 17 16000 
SAF 075127 9000 
COMBO 1521 13 9000 
SAF 33218 7800 
KSAF 33214.2 6344 
271.2 
DIVERT TO KPUB 
Route 1 
ALS 
GoSIP 
VIGIL 
PUB 178110 
AYNES 
PUB 
V-83 
V-83 
V-83 
ARC 
DIR 
DIR 
ALS DIR 
ALS 003117 ARC 
DANNE DIR 
ALS 322111 DIR 
Gos IP 061160 16000 
PUB 178/10 3581 12 7000 
AYNES VARI 20 7000 
PUB 2441 10 5500 
KPUB 24412.1 4726 
VIGIL 358119 9000 
123.1 
DIVERT KALS 
ALS 003117 003117 
DANNE VARI 12 
ALS 322111 14216 
KALS 14215.2 
40.2 
17000 
10000 
9000 
7535 
C-5 2 
-le DiVerter Display Screen lbags 
'IhisaFpendix- a -le of display screen ixmges taken fran 
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It was determined that a system to incorporate artificial intelligence into 
airborne flight management computers is feasible. The AI functions that would be I ;
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